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PREFACE

Dear Colleague,

Congratulations for being a Teacher of B2 level students. Plea^SI 
remember that your students are always smart, unique, talented and havd 
great mission in this world. Your task is to explore students’ abilities] 
motivate them and inspire them to find their own talents, use them foi 
their personal and professional growth.

f I

How will you do that? The course book for B2 is right there to help 
you, including this Teacher’s Book. In this book each lesson plan is ready 
to be delivered, assisting you in creating a lively and friendly learnihl 
atmosphere.

By the end of the course students will have B2 (intermediate) letel 
according to the State Educational Standards.

Teaching strategies
All the strategies employed in Scale Up aim to promote learning Ьм 

focusing on personal engagement, both intellectual and emotional. Thil 
helps ensure that we never lose sight o f meaning as the key ingredient! in 
effective language learning.

Accessible topics and tasks
Each unit is built around a set o f three related topics followed bj 

review. They provide an interesting and wide-ranging selection o; 
subjects about which most students have something'to say. The task 
in Scale Up have been designed to set up opportunities for genuine 
communicative exchanges.

Interaction Patterns
The lessons contain a wide range of practical tasks. All lessons arl 

student-centered as opposed to teacher-centered and therefore involve 
a lot of group work and pairwork. In the course lessons students arj 
cncouragcd to share their ideas, experience and provide support to eaclj 
Other. I 'here fore, different types o f interaction are used during the lesson!

lead-in photos encourage students to exchange their perception 
nl photos with the whole group;

in small group work students share their ideas with each other 
iiihI come to a general agreement;

in pairs students discuss things together and generate ideas;

Objectives
There are certain obj ectives at the beginning o f each lesson. Sometimes 

you may decide to announce the objective o f the lesson to your students 
ill the beginning of the lesson. At other times you may decide to let the 
participants figure out the objectives themselves, especially when some 
lessons assume an element o f unpredictability.

Starter/Lead-in
ЛИ lessons begin with ‘Starter’ or ‘Lead-in’. Starters often serve 

its energizers to focus students’ attention on the photos, quotations and 
sayings o f famous people leading them into the topic.

Grouping techniques
You can group students according to the shape/colours/numbers/ 

leltcrs/birthdates and so on.
I n order to form a pair ask them to line-up according to their birthdays 

or months. When students stand in a line you can pair them up calling 
one from the beginning o f the line and one from the ending o f the line. 
This technique is also a good icebreaking activity which can be used at 
I lie beginning o f the lesson.

Possible answers
In some lessons we suggest possible answers to the questions and 

tasks for your convenience. Please note that these answers are possible 
but there may be other options as well. ‘All answers are acceptable’ 
statement shows the acceptability o f students’ diverse ideas.

Eliciting
We also encourage you to elicit as much from your students as possible 

as opposed to the lecturing. We believe that students are knowledgeable 
and experienced and we value their contributions and ideas.
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Personalizing
This technique is very productive helping students understand a 

certain notion by feeling the sample through them.

The course is based on communicative approach of Learning, 
Teaching, and Assessing (CLTA).

Learning Strategy: Communicative cognitive system of learning 
with in the real life.

Teaching Strategy: Learner Centered, real cognitive steps within the 
real life of the students and the specialty:

Step 1: Key words of the lesson and their use in students life within 
the specialty.

Step 2: Listening materials.
While you are discussing the listening materials you will work on 

Speaking.
Step 3: Please follow the rules and find the reading materials 

connected with the listening materials and the key words.
Step 4: Reflection: Ask students to write what they have learned 

about the key words, their usage in Listening, Speaking, Reading, and 
Writing.

Techniques: Copy right. You can check the level and copyright of 
your students written assignments through the websites as 
www.tumitin.com. www.grammarlv.com.

Assessment Strategy: Continuous Assessment, Mid-term 
Assessment and Final Assessment are compulsory within the academic 
year.

Continuous assessment:
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This structure will help a teacher, administration staff and the 
authority how to assist a teacher and educational organization and at the
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same time your personal attitude to students’ personal development of 
Life Learning Style.

Note: PF—daily presentation of students,individuality, work impairs, 
small groups or individual work, including their Workbook.

PP -  will show individual work of a student on scanning, writing 
a thesis, including student’s earnl speech at the presentation. Remember 
that the theme has to be chosen by the Content Teacher.

Assessment tasks should profoundly cheek student’s listemng, 
reading» writing and speaking abilities. Assessment should be organized 
by the co-colleagues who never taught your students and all the exam 
papers should be coded.

Total; To summarize the assessment the assessors and the teachers 
have to consider the following:
a. if a student gets more than 70-75 his/her mark is %
b. if more than 76—4,
c. if more than 87 is ,5.

Note: All the percentage is taken from the total amount of lesson 
hours for the term.

Continuous Assessment will include students PF, PP and Attendance 
(Follow the level B2).

Mid-term Assessment and Final Assessment are to be undertaken 
each term and at the end of the academic year.

Follow the B2 level and never con® down as this is up to you and 
students’ orientation to scale up at this level.
_____ Suggestions:_________________________________________
Problems Solutions
Different level of 

; students
Encourage, inspire students to get the B2 
level

Your level -and. students 
level is different

Build teamwork and create tandem among 
your students and yourself

You are a linguist and 
; they are not

Follow their workshops and the materials, 
you wifl be the best teacher of BSP in t i t  
world

1 How to train students to 
get their level

Follow the аш ш ю А  system; built on 
Standards of B2

| How to get support Join the teachers of B2 level in UzTEA



AN INTRODUCTORY LESSON PERSONAL 
AND PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

OBJECTIVES
• to help students understand the importance of team building
• to let them revise the modal verbs of English language in statements i
• to help them specify their own pathway in personal and professional 

development
Skills to be practiced: listening, speaking, reading, writing 

STARTER
Ask students to look at the photos. Give them some time t o . 

describe the photos. Let them share their preferences about the 
photos. Answers may vary. 

Possible answers:

Picture 1 represents team work. One needs a peer or group support 
in their career path.
Picture 2 represents developing professional skills alone. 

LISTENING
1. Ask students to match the words 1-10 with their definitions a-j

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1 f a h b с j g d e

TAPESCRIPT
You will listen to a lecturer talking about personal development.
Good afternoon. Today I’m going to talk to you about “Personal 

development”.
When considering finding the path to self improvement, you must 

remember that every individual is going to find things that work better 
for them, everyone is different and each individual has to apply what 
works for them. With that in mind, it is important to research into various 
sources of information to aid with your goals in personal development. 
I provide you with suggestions and tips that you can start your own 
personal growth.
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Choose just one aspect that you want to change about yourself. There 
may be multiple things that you would like to improve about yourself, but 
if you limit your attention to one thing at a time, your chance for success 
improves.

Read on what other people have done to become successful. You can 
avoid a lot of trial and error by knowing the trials that others have done 
in your situation. Knowing that other people have succeeded at the same 
goal will positively affect yourself improvement.

Make a target goal for yourself. Goals that are specifically defined 
will have specific results.

If you become angry, allow yourself ten seconds before opening your 
mouth to say anything. Think of something that is calming and take a' 
few deep breaths.

2. Tell students that they are going to listen to the lecturer talking 
about personal development. Play the tape. After listening to 
the tape ask students to read the statements and decide if the 
they are True or False.

1 2 3 4 5
T T F F T

3. Ask students to fill in the gaps with the words in Ex.1. Let 
students listen to the text once more and check the answers.

1 2 3 4 5
aid recovery/efficiently damage beliefs defined

4. Ask students to complete the sentences with should/must, 
mustn’t/don’t have to, must/have to modals.

a. 1. should 2. must 3. must 4. should 5. must 6. should
b. 7. have to 8. have to 9. must lO.have to 11. must
c. 12. mustn’t 13.mustn’t 14. don’t have to 15. mustn’t 16. don’t 

have to



READING

5. Allow students some time to read the text and give an appropriate 
title to it. Answers may vary.

6. Ask students to work in pairs. Say that they should define the 
underlined words in the text. They should find synonyms to 
them. Let them share their options with their pairs.

2. formulate-to develop all the details of a plan for doing something, 
specify

3. outcome- a result or effect an action or situation, result
4. qualify- get into completion, be eligible
5. compatible -  work successfully with, similar
6. enroll- to enter name in a register or list, sign up

7. Tell students to fill in the gaps using the words from the box.

1 2 3 4
major fairly break down guarantee

8. Let students work in pairs. Ask them to exchange their 
understandings about personal and professional development. 
Students may refer to the points mfentioned in the listening 
material and text. Invite some pairs to present their ideas to the 
whole class.

9. Ask students to think about their future plans. Give them enough 
time to write about their future intentions. Have them review the 
guiding questions. Answers may vary.

9



G L O B A L  I N F O R M A T I O N  A N D  Y O U

U BIQ UITY  OF ENGLISH

OBJECTIVES

* have a clear 11»  а [ э l anguage has become 
widespread

* revise Past/ Present/Future Tenses o f the English language in асШр
§ § ^ 9

* teach

Skills tobepracticed: listening, speaking, reading, writing 

STARTER

Fcfeft s tu d e ^ ^ c lS g ilio ii" o n 4 e  photographs and elicit the 
given*q

Photo title answers: spider man, no smoking, parking, joy stick

/ 9  answers associating their life 
evidence

LISTENING '4

1. Pairwork. Draw students’ attention < a B ^ ^ H t o s .  Let them 
Т а И  guess about the

Possible answers:
Photo A presents a cafe with ‘The Old Pub’ notice, located in Navoi 
Street. “The Old Pub” destination cater cool drinks for customers. 
Photo В views ‘Finn Flare’ shop in the city center. It offers great 
choicejof casual wearing.

^■Д Я |^И м Ш1шл.1|ддаг»i ght the vi ews with English notiсe/ti11 е/ 
announcements/advertisements seem to be photographed in any English

1ШВ1МШМмю1ш|11М
ю



2. Focus studeflV  iS^ntion on the questions for some seconds. 
Play the recording and give them some timafg&circle the correct 
answer. ||heck  the answers with the whole group.

1 2 3 4

с с а,Ь а

TAPESCRIPT

E lillsb

ЯйШйК bес ame an еs sential ski 11. Нencе, students оf  all directions and 
specialties are highly interested in language acquisition. The environment 
Я р ! - д р р ^ Я ^ ^ ^ ^ Ш ] Д ^ и { |М М Д Я Н ЯИ ! language bits from all

were It to connect with people
у PiStoiS jfflMrtttii. д д й ^ м ;

Chinese as the new international language. Yet the difficulty
« f t  .Ш и ^ Д И .я Ш 8 ш

language, make it unlikely to come out as a I g » 3 g » ^ » l H
i п ^ В Ш И ш ю У ^ И Ш И Ш Е ^ М д м ^ И и ^ у ^ »  

Ш Р ^ циид ^ ^ Щ Р Я И И И Д  the preferred language o f international
people in Europe, as well as the Americas, Africa, 

^ ^ а 1 й ^ ^ И ||Ш м ^ ш Н Н | Я ^ Д м с т ^ « ^ ^ ^ ^ В  However, this
isiniui.ĉ ' ^ В ^ ^ Я ! ^ Я 5 ^ м 1 В | 1 В ^ ^ ^ м в д

§ § и ^ ^ ^ я
а ^ ^ а |д Ш Щ д й ^ жШ1^Д и |В Д Д |ш ш ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ д И Д |и ^ Я



in capital Tashkent but in distant regions you can come across English 
expression. For instance, here in Tashkent even in some areas like 
Chorsu, Chopon ota or Kukcha where national bias are favored, one may 
count out lots of English words used in ads, brand names, tabloids and 
so on. Therefor language acquisition is now less laborious owing to the 
whole environment contributes its improvement. Also less actual is the 
argument of lacking fjfrp environment, because basic words are mostly 
киши* for inveterate housewives as well.

3. Tell students to complete the sentences with the missing words 
from the box. Have them explain the words’ meaning. Check 
the answers.

1. constructed rationally
2. is inevitable
3. tonal nature
4. much less so the case

SPEAKING

4. Groupwork. Draw students’ attention to the pictures and identify 
the people on the photo. Tell them to make a list of some other 
English words known among particular groups of people such 
as students, housewives, tradesmen in Uzbekistan. Groups 
share their findings with the whole group.

Students Housewives Tradesmen
- i-phone - supermarket - price
- chips - blender - please
- sensor - mixer - yes/no
- marker - combiner - money
- interactive - freezer - how much
board - lady - good
- Megaplanet - perfume - very well
- playstation - shop/shopping - come here

- make up - ok
- business
- businessman

5. in the foreseeable future
6. inveterate homemakers
7. to say nothing of

12-



5. Teli students to match the tense titles in the box with the 
sentences 1-12. Check the answers.

К Г *  '

1. Present Continuous
2. Past Tense
3. Past Perfect
4. Present Simple
5. Future with ‘will’
6. Past Continuous

7. Present Perfect
8. Present Perfect Continuous
9. Future Continuous
10. Past Perfect Continuous
11. Future with ‘be going to’
12. Future Perfect

6. Ask students to read the descriptions a-l and decide which 
sentence in exercise 1 matches the descriptions.

a b с d e f g h i g к

4 I 7 8 2 6 3 10 5 11 9

READING

7. Encourage students to look at the photos and answer the 
questions.

Photo 1: depi-.'mg ancient times when the kings ruled the government 
the language communicators were the interpreters. (It is the same at 
present.) Deep in history the language of communication was Lingua 
Franca.

Photo 2: people of modem society are having discussion.

Possible answers:

1. people of ancient and modem society (photos 1,2) are interacting;
2. people of different nationality/oriental and European people;
3. with the help of interpretor, guests may know host language;

8. Ask students to read the text and match the definitions 1-6 to 
the highlighted words and expressions in the text.

1. the medium, method, or tool used to obtain a result or achieve an 
end - as a means of;

13



2. to come or bring into being - originates
3. very steep - sheer size;
4. before; until -prior to;
5. time in the past when smth or smone was popular or common - in 

its time;
6. easy to see or understand; evident - obvious;

9. Епйшгаде students to decide which of the following pieces of 
information is not given (N.G) in the text. Check the results.

3) Before Malay, they used Arabic in Southern Asia. NG
WRITING

Mind maps
State that mind maps help people to brainstorm and organize 

their ideas.

10.Drae students’ attention to the mind map and let them choose 
appropriate central theme for it.

a. Having a single language as an official international

11. Provide students with the Handout 1 and they complete the 
mind map according to the text on previous page. They may add‘ 
some more options if available. Check the mind map results.

и



INFORMATION AND SECURITY

' OBJECTIVES

• азд|р® the iifteefcT
• listen ifciiMgs ̂ М Е аЁ̂ ^ Д ш аД ж ,
• $ p  adwlife in щ ра«Ь 4й {ййрш
• р г а й ^ ^ '& Л

;Sfciltete;-te  ip^Atagg if

STARTER

Focus students attention to the picture and facilitate question- 
answer activity.

Lis t e n in g

THREATS TREATS
• Hacking • Immune tolerance
• Ideological pressure • Law on Intellectual
• Infringe copyright Property

• Updating Software

Possible explanation:

Hacking - to get into someone else’s computer system without 
permission in order to find out information or do something illegal, 
(solution: encryption, firewalls)

E.g.: Computer hacking has become very widespread over the last 
decade.

A programmer has managed to hack into some top-secret 
government data.

Ideological pressure -  (solution: having own ideas, not having 
ideological gap)

Infringement copyright - an action that breaks a rule, law, etc 
(solution: taking patent)

State that besides above mentioned security tools the VIGILANCE 
can be a reliable protection for all kinds of attacks.

■



2. Groupwork. Ask students to discuss the questions and share 
their findings with the whole class.

Picture A representing sweets can be a good sample of infringement 
copyright, as the producer tried to ‘own’ the product by changing some 
letters of the famous trademark Rafaello into Raffaello and Reffaello.

3. Give students some seconds to listen to the tape. Ask them  
to list down the University names whose students have been 
interviewed.

a. National University of Uzbekistan
b. Tashkent Islamic University
c. Tashkent State University of Law
d. Tashkent University of Information Technology

4. Ask students to write the student-interviewee names with the 
listed questions to which they have answered.

1. Sanobar Azimova
2. Sanobar Azimova
3. Sevara Nizomova
4. Sevara Nizomova
5. Shuhrat Jalilov / Oybek Halilov
6. Shuhrat Jalilov / Oybek Halilov

TAPESCRIPT
-  Today we are going to check students’ ideas about Information 

Security and find out whether they know how to avoid information 
attacks. So, now we are in front of the Uzbekistan National University. 
Hi, can you answer a couple of questions, please? It’s like a survey.

-O k .
- Will you introduce yourself, please?
- I’m Shuhrat Jalilov, a second year student of this University.

Thank you, er, the question is How do you understand Ideological
Pressure?

Hr, hmm, let me think... oh, maybe someone tries to make us follow 
hU/hcr ideas oh, maybe religion, or they may try to persuade us to buy 
llioii product, not lotting us think properly Pressure maybe not direct,



it can be done by supporting financially. It may have a philosophical 
impact, making you believe that it is the right way. It is usually with 
purpose, like political maybe.

-  How can we protect our youth from Ideological Pressures?
*•* Hmmm, first of all the adults who teach him, I mean parents, 

teachers should know which is the right way, which is not. Some people 
say that we should protect our youth from ideological pressures. But I 
think differently, if  a person has not immunity to be protected against 
strange ideologies he can be influenced no matter how old he is. You 
remember some adults were affected by religious extremism, terrorism 
and other hostile ideologies. We should have immune tolerance against 
such er such lets say attacks. Parents should know whom their children 
communicate via social sites.

Now we are in front of Tashkent Islamic University.
Hi, could you spare your precious time for giving an answer to a 

couple of questions, please? It is like a survey.
-  Ok, with pleasure.
-  What is your name and specialty?
-  Oybek Halilov, a first year student of Informatics and Information 

Technology Faculty.
*  How do you understand Ideological Pressure?
-  Oh, it has ending “logos” it means subject, so it is a subject which 

studies ideas. As for the pressure... I know there is a “high blood 
pressure”, (ha ha), oh here -  dictionary says - “the use of persuasion 
or intimidation to make someone do something”, ahh, it is like making 
people follow one’s ideas. Err, maybe, like forcing someone to accept 
one’s religion or tradition or, maybe, a life style. I have been warned 
against missionary activities, religious extremism, fundamentalism ideas 
and how they work in our environment.

-  How can we protect our youth from Ideological Pressures?
-  I think, we have only one way to protect them. It is paying attention 

to their spirituality seriously. Educational system at secondary schools, 
colleges, lyceums and high schools must be perfect from spiritual point 
of view. We should be attentive to secondary school students because 
they just begin to be independent from constant care and control of 
teachers and parents. And ‘ideological enemies4 often deal with this 
group of society. If  we choose thw^way^ur. v.Q-uth will have their own
2 -  253 17



ideas. Otherwise, they will be uneducated and have a big ideological 
gap. We should teach them our traditions* religion, and political point of 
view.

Let me (gj|Ml the floor to the student of Tashkent Sate University of 
Law,

-  Your name, please?
- 1 am S anobar Azimova.
» How do you understand IT attacks?
-  It is like securing or protecting information from external attacks. 

Most vulnerable is a software, viruses, malwares and other spywares can 
be tools of hackers’ attacks. As you know IT threats are rising day by 
day and it is becoming hard to secure computers, er, щй only personal 
computers but governmental IT systems also, err, banks also suffer from 
IT attacks, So, they should be secured. Programmers are creating up to 
date antivirus.

-  How can we get protected from IT attackst
*  Ей; т о й  prevalent of those methods is antivirus. It ii such a 

program, that has its own bases of all viruses and cure them. It ЩШ 
our computer and detects dangerous files. Famous of them are Dr, Web, 
Avast, Kasperskiy, and EsetNod32. Besides, any computer has its own 
means of protecting!, It is firewall. Firewall is the first *%all*? feetwem 
computer and internet It doem’1 let viruses come into your computer. 
Then, we should avoid some untrustworthy sites, spams, and use some 
programs that view all the files of your computes.

The survey is on having a step through the doorsteps welcoming 
into TasMient University # f Infsrtttation Technology. Can I hay# some 
minutes ofyour time to the valuable survey, please?

- * I am all еда!?
**> Your name and title, please?
-  I am Sevara Nizomova, a first year student of this University.
** How do you understand Intellectual Property?
-  Well generally speaking, it is everything that is created or invented 

by human intellect, ¥ш example, literary works, artistic works, such as 
books, songs, movies, computer programs, and fte, ah, then there are 
symbols* trademarks, designs, inventions (they are also called industrial 
property). Authors take patents If they чйВй and if  they are the first, if 
it is possible and other users copy them only w&h the ярш и м ! of the
ШШШШ,



-  How can we protect Intellectual Property?
•* We should protect i t  somehow, as there are greedy attacks, But 

stopping infringement copyright is not an easy thing. We haw  to get 
special licence or a patent for our inventions till others own it officially. 
So, then, if someone suddenly copies intellectual property such as books, 
songs, programs, whatever without authors’ agreement, owners would 
certainly have a just reason of putting the law on them, on that person. 
And eventually that law breaker obviously must pay a fine or will be sent 
to prison (ha ha). But ;k Is too difficult to prove. But the law does not 
work in everywhere, for example, in far villages people can easily m ate 
fool of others showing others works as their own masterpieces,

5. Groupwork. Encourage students to work in small teams to 
discuss the infringement of copyright cases of what they have 
heard or witnessed. Elicit the possible consequences of the 
illegal cases with the whole group.

6. Students form adverbs from adjectives. They use the formed 
adverbs in sentences. Check the form and usage of adverbs in 
sentences.

GRAMMAR

Adjective Adverb Possible examples
Confidential Confidentially All information supplied will 

be treated confidentially.

Dramatic Dramatically Your life changes dramatically 
when you have a baby.

Critical Critically They were both critically 
injured in the crash.

Suspicious Suspiciously The manager noticed two 
clients acting suspiciously in 
front of the cash desk.

Traditional Traditionally The annual meetings are 
traditionally held in the 
presence of all senators.

Ш



Extreme Extremely The gamers played 
extremely well.

Artificial Artificially Most strawberries sold in 
supermarkets have been 
grown artificially.

7. Ask students to complete the statements selecting proper 
adverbs from the box. Check the appropriateness.

1. If somewhere there is an ideological gap, it is naturally ruled over 
by an alien ideology.

2. We should openly admit that our goal is to win hearts of people, 
primarily of the youth.

3. When ideologists affect nation’s or people’s mentality in a definite 
country or region, they may change even behaviors completely.

4. Certain states and political groups try to influence people 
ideologically.

5. Ideological pressure is hardly recognized while economic and 
political forces are felt immediately.

READING

8. Encourage students to work in pairs. Ask them to read the 
quote and share their ideas in pairs. Let some of them present 
their approach to the whole class.

9. Give students some time to read the paragraphs and match 
them with the suitable headings. Check the matching results.

a. Difference between attacks
b. Hacking
c. Intellectual Property
d. Ideological Pressure

10. Draw a circle in the centre of the board and write ‘INFORMATION 
ATTACK’ in it. Have students contribute to the cluster in turn 
taking the following detailed information presented in the text.



WRITING

Describing a pie chart

11. Focus students attention on the pie chart and ask them what 
the diagram presents. If they find it difficult to understand it 
move to the next task where the diagram titles are listed.

Possible answers:

The diagram is about Statistics showing the scope of data lost 
by industry, namely Medical, Business, Education, Financial and 
Government.
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12.Tell students to read the headings and choose the most relevant. 

All options are correct depending on students’ choice.

13. Ask students to read and answer the questions.

1. Pie chart
2. Medical Healthcare
3. Banking, credit, financial
4. Government, Military.
5. Security system works well not only to save data but also to keep 

its confidentiality.

14. Allow students some time to write a description of the reviewed 
chart following the template. Remind them to follow an essay 
structure: introduction, body, conclusion.

Possible description:

The pie chart shows data breach rates in the five largest spheres, 
namely healthcare, business, education, banking and military.

Loses of government and educational spheres are almost the same 
with 9.9% andlO.7% respectively.

15.Ask students to draw a pie chart with imaginative percentage 
of internet users by age (the old, adults, teens, youngsters) in 
Uzbekistan. They write an essay. Word limit:150 words.
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STUDYING W ITH MULTIPLE SOURCES

OBJECTIVES

• explore various types of study sources
• use the eomparaflvM With as...as..*
• practice how to give appropriate referencing

Skills to be practiced: listening, speaking, reading, writing

STARTER

Focus students’ attention on the pictures. Let them tell what the 
people in photos are doing and what they have in common. 

Possible answers:

Picture A presents learning environment in the lecture hall.
Picture В depicts the group of learners in nature working out a 
project work outline/searching for information via their laptop or 
mobile phones/ reviewing online or offline information for the 
meaningful content of their presentation and etc...
Picture С views the scene in which the learners are working using 
different sources in resource center.

LISTENING

1. Ask students to fill in the gaps using the words from the box.

1 2 3 4 5 6

undoubtedly contend stumble commonalities conception route

2. Tell students to spend 15 seconds to review the statements. 
Play the tape. Ask them to number the statements putting 1-5 
sequencing them according to the listening script.

a. 1 b. 3 c. 2; d. 5 e. 4

TAPECRIPT
......  O! Thanks! ЩйЦр will you share your opinion about using

Multiple Ливши ш | -why should we use it in studying рщ еш ?:
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Would you like to begin Mr. Tursunov.....
Some people prefer studying from single material; others contend 

that multiple sources are more suitable for learning. Some believe it is 
less complicated route and get concentrated on one material. However, 
recent researches point to the effectiveness of using multiple sources 
when studying or learning.

To use multiple sources best, you should refer to secondary sources 
when you stumble upon something you can’t understand or doubt and 
when primary source is not available. For example, unless you attend the 
seminar or conference, where you can listen to the authors directly, seeing 
their emotions and feeling their tone which undoubtedly contribute your 
comprehension, you may use the publication of the articles from that 
event, .... you know.... , as it’s said in the proverb ‘half a loaf is better 
than no bread’.

.... Now... Miss Karimova.....
First, one should be taught to use multiple sources properly. Because 

lectures, interviews novels, electronic media and surely internet which are 
believed to be multiple sources materials are not that easy to understand 
and mostly demand great analytical procedure. Take as an example..., 
long and less constructed documents tend to be more confusing. 
Subsequently, picking up information here is much more challenging 
then in short and well-structured texts. Comparing with single sources, 
multiple sources tend to create richer understanding, engage with facts, 
circumstances and can be even conflicting. The matter, one should be 
taught is analyzing commonalities, evaluating conflicts and ability to 
filter the context so that it fits worked out objective.

As for me.....
... o.. yes Mr. Bahodirov If speaking about multiple sources I consider 

it necessary to provide learners with some recommendations:
First of all read your primary source thoroughly to provide factual 

framework from which to begin, as it was mentioned by (Miss Karimova) 
find out the objective. Refer to shorter, more focused sources; improve 
your evaluative skills working with multiple sources; understand the 
connection and don’t learn by heart details which can be easily forgotten; 
attend seminars discussions and conferences to improve your conception, 
.... Again as it was said by (Mr. Tursunov): ‘try to work with primary 
sources’. Nevertheless, don’t give up if  not possible feel free to refer to 
secondary one -  publication.



3. Allow students some time to review the recommendations. Play 
the tape again. Students tick the mentioned information in the 
listening material.

1. Consider the impact of, and evaluate conflicts S
2. Try to use a primary source S
3. Analyse commonalities S
4. Use in-class or on-line discussion time -
5. Engage sources with facts S
6. Refer to a secondary source if primary one is not available S
7. Practice and familiarize materials -
8. Practice with multiple texts to improve your evaluative skills ^

4. Ask students to read the sentences and complete the table 
deciding whom the statements belong to.

Speaker 1 Speaker 2 Speaker 3
с a b

5. Pairwork. Encourage students to discuss the questions and 
share their partner’s choice with the whole class.

GRAMMAR
Comparisions as.. ..as, not so/as.. ..as.
6. Ask students to make up sentences of their own using given 

comparatives. Students’ own answers.
7. Tell students to find which words in A coulumn would go with 

the one in В in order to form common comparative expressions 
with as ....as.

a b с d e f g h i j к 1
7 11 8 2 6 9 3 5 10 4 1 12

8. Ask students to complete the sentences with the suitable 
expressions in Ex. 7.

1. as blind as a bat 4. as fresh as a daisy
2. as flat as a pancake 5. as slippery as an eel
3. as dry as a bone 6. as week as a kitten
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7. as proud as a peacock 9. as stubborn as a mule
8. as thin as a rake

READING
9. Pairwork. Draw students  ̂ attention to the photos. Getting a 

hint from the photos students guess what the upcoming text is 
going to be about,

The upcoming text is about using different types of sources.

10.Allow students some time to read the text. They make a 
selection of the most suitable litle out of 4 offered ones to the 
reading passage.

Studying with multiple sources.

11. Give students some time to read the questions and organize a 
discussion. 

Possible answers:

a) lectures, textbooks, fiction stories, novels, interviews, 
biographies, duplicates handouts, original source materials, 
electronic media, Internet, b, c, d) Students’ own answers.

12. Pairwork, Ask students to look at the writings and say out the 
differences.

-  Direct citing -  Paraphrasing

13.Tell students to list down at least three reasons stating why the 
referencing Is needed.

a. Avoiding plagiarism c. Proving the idea
b. Indicating the source

14. Ask students to rank the reference order following the samples 
presented in Ex,12.

1. с 2. e 3. f  4. d 5. b 6. a

15.Tel1 students to paraphrase or quote the given ideas using 
phrases for giving references from the box.



O N -L IN E  E T IQ U E T T E /N E T IQ U E T T E

OBJECTIVES

• explore the concept o fJ Netiquette9
• use phrasal verb ‘look’ with different particles ift various practical 

шяЛйяЩ
• practice how to write an e-mail

Skitteto Ьергасйшй; listening,. speaking, reading, writing
STARTER

Drawing students’ attention to the photos and let them share 
the differences.

Possible answers:
Photo A represents online communication .
Photo В shows face to face interaction.

LISTENING

1. Ask students to sort out expressions in the box into two columns. 
Check the soring results.

Real life behaviour Online way of behaviou
a, d, e, g, j, i b, c, f, h, i, к, 1

2. Tell students to match the words and phrases with their 
definitions.

1. Surf the net to spend time finding and looking at things 
on the internet

2. Browse website to search information on the internet
3. Virtual life computer-based online community 

environment that is designed and shared 
by individuals so that they can interact in 
a custom-built, simulated world

4. Spam inappropriate messages send on the 
internet to a large number of users.



5. Databases programs which allow you to store, look at 
or change a large amount of information 
quickly and easily

6. Computer-literate have experience of working with 
computers and know how to use them

7. Crash a sudden failure which puts a system out 
of action

8. A bug software error
9. Back up making extra copies of data in case the 

original is lost or damages
10. Bullying to be often unkind to someone 

or hurt other peopl

11. Addiction the fact or state of being unable to stop 
doing something

12 .Hacking/cracking breaking into someone else's computer 
system, often on a network to steal or 
change, or destroy information as a form 
of cyber-terrorism

3. Allow students some йшШПШ Ш рШ йШ f ie  form. Note that 
information pomes at random. Play,the..tape. Students fill in the 
foiros.

Speaker 1 Speaker 2
Name: Tom, Name: Lola,
Occupation: school boy, Occupation: second year student,
Start using internet: at the age Start using internet: a year ago / first
13, course,
Speaker used internet for Speaker used internet for academic
entertaining / gaming, purpose/ socializing,
Problems: addiction / bullying Problems: spamming, hacking,

cracking
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Huh, (laughter) Just incredible! But... You know guys, on the other day, 
I got a strange e-mail, that was in my Spam box. I opened it in order to 
read it considering it a usual message I often deliver or get. At a sudden, 
my computer crashed and refused to obey me, you know. I didn't catch 
on what was happening, (voice up) Consequently, I couldn't deal with it. 
Next day I took my treasure (laughs) to the computer programmer who 
set out that my kid/laptop had been hacked or cracked, something like 
that, and it had such a bug that consumed my information, (pity sigh) Oh, 
my God, being 20 years old I have no idea about cracking and hacking, 
(laughs with sorrow.) However, because of them I lost all my material I 
was collecting so long, even my own articles and research work results, 
as I didn't have a back up copy of my work, (sigh), I am sure it is illegal 
for anybody to destroy somebody’s information this way. It is unfair! 
Spamming, cracking, hacking on purpose... (with anger and sorrow for 
her material) I think we should figure out a solution to cope with these 
kind of stuff. We should...
4. Tell students to listen to the tape again and fill in the gaps using 

no more than three words.

1. in front of
2. popular with
3. addicted to
4. got along with / looked up
5. influence on
6. fell out with
7. looking down on
8. picking on / putting me down

5. Groupwork. Focus students’ attention on the photos and ask 
them to name the problems. The teams offer solutions.

a. bullying b. addicting c. hacking/cracking

GRAMMAR 
Phrasal verb ‘look’
6. Ask students to match the phrasal verbs with their definitions.

Look ahead g Look back j

9. dropped out of
10. got acquainted with
11. catch on
12. deal with
13. set out
14. illegal for anybody
15. figure out
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Look for h
Look forward to d
Look in i
Look on к
Look out с

Look round f
Look through e
Look to a
Look up b

7. Tell students to complete the sentences using phrasal verbs in 
Ex. 6.

1. Looking to
2. To look up
3. Looking ahead
4. Looking back
5. Look for

6. Look through
7. Looked around
8. Look out!
9. Look on
10. Look forward to

READING

8. Pairwork. Encourage students working in pairs and make a list 
of Do's and Don'ts of being on line.

Do's
be ethical; 
be low-abiding; 
avoid plagiarism; 
be polite

Don'ts
don’t be abusive in anyway; 
don’t use offensive language; 
don’t forward spam, jokes 
don’t use capital letters all the 

time as this is known as 
shouting and can be very 
offensive to some people

9. Tell students to read the text and match the titles with the 
paragraphs.

a b с d e f
1 3 2 4 6 5

10. Ask students to read the statements and decide whether the 
statements are true, false, or not given.
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1. NG 3. T 5. F 7. NG
2. T 4. NG 6. NG 8. F

11. Draw students’ attention to the letters and find out the differences.

Letter A is a sample of an informal letter having been written to a 
pen friend. It has no strict structure.

Letter В is a sample of an formal letter having a specific aim and 
proper structure.

Inform students about Do’s and Don’ts to be followed in e-mail 
writing using the notes below.

Teacher’s notes 
DO’S
• Use an informative 
subject line,
which says what the email 
is
about.
• Write the most important 
information first.
• Use numbers and bullet 
points to
make the message clearer.
• Use simple grammar. 
Avoid things like the 
passive. (As emails are fast 
means of communication, 
they tend to be less wordy 
and complex than formal 
letters.)
• Write short sentences.
• Use paragraphs to keep 
the email
clear and easy to 
understand

DON’TS
• Write ‘hello’ as your subject line.
• Write about irrelevant issues. The 
reader will soon hit ‘delete’ if the email 
doesn’t get to the point.
• Give personal information that you 
don’t want anyone else to know.
(The email could end up in the 
wrong hands)
• Use capital letters to write fully 
words as in emails, this is 
considered shouting.
• Use different fonts in the email 
(the recipient’s computer may not be 
compatible)
•Use Italics (the reason may be 
misunderstood, due to cultural 
differences).
•Use exclamation marks.
•Use abbreviations like coz and uni, as 
the recipient may not understand them. 
•Use acronyms like BTW for the same 
reason.
•Use smileys. They may be misunderstood 
and come across as unprofessional.____
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12.Tell students to read the jumbled parts of email and put them 
into the proper order.

1. d 3. b 5. с 7. g
2. f  4. e 6. h 8. a

12.Ask students to sort out the items in the box into relevant 
columns. They may get some hints looking at the formal letter 
sample in Ex. 11 and 12. Match the classification results.
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14. Encourage students to compose a formal letter to mtrk@ 
inbox.uz requesting for monthly/termly/yearly subscription for 
‘Yoshlik’ journal. Pair up the students and give time for peer 
editing focusing on the proper structure.
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LISTENING

1.

1. Slow process
2. Geographic sense
3. Massive scale

4. Cultural relations
5. To extend globally
6. To coin words

1. Cultural relations
2. Extends globally
3. Geographic sense

4. Words were coined, slow 
process

5. Massive scale

TRANSCRIPT

I’ve come here to the British Council that works hard to build cultural 
relations between Britain and the rest of the world, and the English 
language is a big part of that activity. Let’s find out more information. 
Thg British Qouncil provide^ resource^ Jbr people learning English, 
and als<|||achers of English. Martin Peacock is the Director of Global 
English Product Development.

Richard: Martin, tell me about English as a global language.
Martin: OK, well many people talk about English as being a global 

language. And the reasons for that are the widespread use of English. It’s 
used in education, it’s used in science and technology and, importantly, 
English is also used in business.

Richard: Are there many global languages?
Martin: Well, no, not really. I mean there’s 1ЙЁ|’ global language 

which® Englishi§ thd » p l  that English is used Й ||И в#many different 
c o n t | |^ :theM ranly one. There are other languages which are used very 
widely and spoken by many people in many different places: Cantonese, 
for example, a variant of Chinese, is spoken in many different places 
so it’s global in a geographic sense and it can be global in the numbers* 
but in terms of the use in different areas of education,Pcience^research, 
English is the only global language.



Richard: Are there different types of English?
Martin: Well, yes, there are lots of different types. There’s different 

accents of English. I come from the North of England, where I have 
a particular accent. So within England itself, within the UK, there are 
many variations in English pronunciation and that extends globally, so 
you see English in America and used in Australia, which is different in 
accent and also in usage as well.

Richard: And what about the impact of technology on a language? 
Martin: In the past, new words were coined by people - it might have 

been in a speech or a newspaper article or in a book - they were written 
down and then other people adapted them and used them and that could 
be quite a slow process and new words might come into a language over 
a long period: 10, 20 years. So technology allows languages to evolve 
much more quickly.

Richard: So technology can change the language, but in what way 
does it help people to learn the language?

Martin: Well, it helps in many ways. In the past, students in locations 
in other countries didn’t have access to much genuine English; they may 
have a book or an odd newspaper, but what the internet allows them is to 
read and often to read and translate languages like English on a massive 
scale.

(Adapted from http.V/leamenglish. britishcouncil. org/en/britain- 
great/english-great-part-2)
3.

3. Importance of English.

4.

2. engaged; 3. link; 4. available; 5. ambition; 6. welcome; 7. social;
8. realise; 9. worry.

5.

1. Alexander 2. Maximillano 3. Clare 4. Antony

6.

2. world job market; 3. work; 4. improve his career; 5. grammar 
and spelling
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UNIT2 L I F E L O N G  L E A R N I N G

LEARNING STRATEGIES 

OBJECTIVES
• listen to the gist and listen to a detailed information
• use the complex modal verb forms in different communicative 

situations
• enlarge the lexical stock of on the given topic
• get introduced to pre-writing strategies, learn about their techniques.

Skills to be practiced: listening, speaking, reading, writing.
Target vocabulary: to identify, cooperative thinking, to comprehend, 

an approach, to acquire, to fulfill the task, to monitor, meta-cognitiye, 
multisensory, concepts, notions, to direct to, to manage difficulties, to 
analyze, to assist, to explicit
STARTER

Focus students’ attention on the photos. Give them some time 
to explore learning strategies reflected in them. 

Possible answers:

Pictures A and С show people who are building or working out 
their correct strategies to be a success or achieve something in life.

Picture В is with chess game description in which players should 
have exact strategy to defeat the enemy. Usually people compare the 
life with a chess board where men using some strategies can win much.

Questions should be answered by students, their personal ideas on 
learning strategies. If students face some understanding problems in 
answering the questions, paraphrase the questions for them.

Eg.: What is your learning strategy? How do you learn things
better? / What are the effective ways of learning in your experience?
LISTENING ]
1. Ask students to match the words and phrases 1-10 and their

definitions a-j.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
i f e g d h a j с b



2. Give studM|i?soiTie time to relpvv the stajemen t%PIay$he tape. 
Theyfjpten to the material and decide w fo e th eB e  statements 
are Ш Ш а IsefF l

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
F F T T T F T F

3. Play life tape; agdin. StudehtsBM n the gaps with ар р го щ ар  
words from the i fe b ^ p te n a R

a. prior c. closer e. approach
b. strategies/goals d. organizing f. subgroups

TAPESCRIPT
-  In . o r d e r ; -с^щог^^ЛшщЙоп, aboiite |S M Kfe' #teat|||lgi we 

are ,gi|ingHtal&..:li® iflteso r B rian .^ i0 te^ ’Who 
valuable Brian, Н а д е
our s%di^^diigfe ?

are Ig o ^ ^ |6 p p s^ ^ ^  ftarning
strategies..

-^pin^youi^'Us^iWhat learning strateetesjibM аве in «ЙЙЙЙШИ 
H Firstly, we should find - flii t At |  Strategy Ш Й м йШ#

d p f c i S o i ^ ^ i n ^ i l S a i i i ^ A i ^ ^ d e i f c o ^ p ^ h i c h  way;S » g M ^ e
th iap P tl^ ' strategy; :$$%an be apgfed ̂ ш^^^ЙЙг^о.-.ш8Ум^^Уегуопе 
Ь ^ ^ ю Щ ^ у  jetf actio*,' аеЫ^ешй^Шу®п,1ЩШ;;^#'
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аг^^Щ ^.^ '|^В ^ ||а1р0гШ й ||р ;Ь е  ф Й щ :оиф^
В  L e a t t in g :^ ^ ^ ^ te ^ * to 'b ® e r ‘sS^*3|;, i a ^ |^ l ^ | | i f ;3 ^ ^ H in
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If u§efi]jkm
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*■ All of the&i are и я и М  and somehoiP lonneeted with each other' 
But heSSlX would like to Щшв- onsoffieof them. L efl speak Лий; щр|§-; 
cognitftl oneij 'Шщ mm §рн1ш1 1@ш£Щ| I te tif lfs , Reflecting upon 
your own thinking Mil learning jfe meta-cognitive lMo§#]|g. They вш 
considered to be one i f  the и н ё ^ М й и  for learners. Sometypes o f 
them: organizing or planning strategy, Юи§1Я1шшкЭ а |Иш iftftfSK'Ebflyr 
need to do and ̂ ^anizd their thoughts atid i i is i t i^ l  in order to tackle a 
complex task щрй^НЩ Р- This preparation helps Itafift 18 Cope llfth any 
18йк,& tafS take monitoring litM S learners question whether
an ideamakes H i c i l t  order to dhaSi the clarity of their understanding or 
expression language. Studenti Me aware ofhow well а fesk.$l
progressing and notice when comprehension breaks down. Personalizing 
strategy is alss top@rlml to know, students relate ^formation to theft; 
feeling®,,. орМопв or personal experiences in order to remember and 
understand itbetter. Ifigym ag  ннн&Ыйв ifeiwfti. someoneor ШйШЙШЩ in 
their personal lives.

—I  came аетрр another type of learning йийду while preparing for 
the ррщрращн^ fruilr |пцг<ттУ learning strategies. What specific features do 
they h ie tf

—- flip «Task-Based Ешпящ focus on how students
can црр '"Wft ш р ш  to team most ©ibefivdp.. By ЛШШЁЩ 
s t u a a t t e n t i o n  on ‘̂ м ^-явиямяив. тщ щщфщфщ, their вЫп^г to tafet 

fertfadb1 ц щ  Learning. There are four flfcfeit; subgroupi 
of Йшк rM mffft that use l i is t  УЯИ kno^, ihsfc зд® |юш
imagination, use ]рщ  organizational skills, iipltfgies that
Ю§; I  таи&йу f#  resources. Шщгтв responsible foE-,, „ Ipg| фтт^щгф ■ 
SPEAKING
4. Tell students to read the questions and answer them.

a. Strategy is an approach, a way, a tool to find out the solutions 
to problems. Life strategy is some ideas or our plans to achieve 
something good during our living. Each of us has a special life 
approach, life plans which are sometimes called life strategies as 
well.

b. Meta-cognitive learning strategy is a general strategy, where 
learners reflect on their own thinking, such learning strategies are 
very effective ones.

c. Organizing or planning strategies, monitoring strategy, 
personalising strategy are some types of meta-cognitive learning 
strategies. They assist learners to get to their studying deeper.



GRAMMAR
5. A^k students to took at the pictures and j H A i  as many 

sentences ш  possible using modal verb forms.

6 . Tell students to complete the sentences using should, must, 
have to. Check the answers

a. should c. could e. can
b. must or should d. dare

7. Encourage students to pariphrase the sentences using should, 
must, have to. They mm use one and the same modal verb 
more than once.

READING

a. You should assist your younger brother with his studying.
b. They must fulfill all tasks by Saturday.
c. Everyone was able to cope with difficulty as we knew proper 

strategies.
d. Life can teach us unwritten rules we are not intending to face.
e. Could I help you to analyze your results?

8. Ask to read the ills of the test and guess the upcoming 
text plot. S lid  students’ ideas.

9. Allow students some ||t t§  to f i id  the teat and choose the best 
title for paragraph! IMS.

1. с 2. b 3. a

Ю .Райш эА Tell studenii to give щ р ш р ш  to thv wdeitneef 
words in the text and explain what meaning they present In the 
■дшДиеЕ,

notion -  idea, opinion, belief, conception, impression, sentiment,
estimation;
to direct -  to guide, to show, to lead;
to manage -  to succeed, to bring about, to arrange, to make work;
to assess -  to assign, to determine, to appraise;
cooperative -  collaborative;
proficiency -
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WRITING
11. Entourage students to work in groups of 3-4. Let them list down 

some learning strategies mentioned in this lesson.

Answers can really be different here. But there are some possible 
replies. Firstly, a strategy of life was mentioned in listening tape. That 
is one of the most essential; strategies for a human-being as it can be 
a decisive point at achieving or losing some issues in life. Another 
important strategy is a learning strategy which can be useful for 
achieving good results at one’s studies. Meta-cognitive strategy was 
also mentioned in the lesson. Reflecting upon your own thinking is 
a meta-cognitive strategy. Organizing or planning strategy is also 
important for both students and workers as well. Personalising strategy 
is also important to know, students relate information to their feelings, 
opinions or personal experiences in order to remember and understand 
it better.

12.Ask learner® to write their own learning strategies according to 
their own experience in. Possible answeft..

What strategies do I have? How helpful are they?
A strategy of life It can really support me to plan future 

deeds of mine and to predict my future 
career;

Task-Based Learning 
Strategies

They can really be useful to cope with 
some problems in my studying.

Ш  Let students write at least three reasons why they are going to 
a § f i|re ; new fe a f f# i l  strategies and йаш , 

_ Possifc&s answers;

The first reason to acquire new strategies is to ease the fulfillments 
of plans in life or study;

A learning strategy is something which can assist learners to 
improve their studying;

Some learning techniques should involve easy, innovative 
comfortable methods of learning;

To improve one’s standard learning style is to master new methods 
and techniques of studying;

I would like to implement some new learning styles into my life;



EFFECTIVE STUDY HABITS ^
A

Lesson 6

OBJECTIVES

• find the most effective habit for themselves and improve it
• differ the usage of “verb + ing” and “verb + to” construction with the 

change of meaning
• enlarge the lexical stock on the given topic

Skills to be practiced: listening, speaking, reading, writing.
STARTER

Focus students’ attention on the photos. Ask them what is described 
in them and what do these pictures have in common.

Possible answers:

pictures show different study habits of different people. Some 
people work in libraries more effectively while others prefer group 
study. Some people have the habit of learning in nature and prefer 
quiet places or study outdoors.

Draw students attention at the list of study habits and choose the most 
effective one for them. Answers may vary.

LISTENING

1. Ask students to fill in the gaps with appropriate words from the 
box and form the phrases

1. to ask for 3. to improve 5. to leave 7. to share
2. to try out 4. to keep 6. healthy 8. to seem.

2. Play the tape. Tell students to listen to the interview with a 
psychologist advising parents how to teach their children to 
learn. While listening ask them to fill in the table with the advice 
given by the psychologist.

PHSYCOLOGIST ADVICE
Advice 1 Getting organized
Advice 2 Following a routine



Advice 3 Getting creative
Advice 4 Determining a set place
Advice 5 Talking to their teachers out of class
Advice 6 Teaching healthy lifestyle habits for test days
Advice 7 Encouraging them to learn their learning style
Advice 8 Note-taking
Advice 9 Taking breaks

TAPESCRIPT
I - interviewer, P - psychology

Welcome to our TV Show. Today’s our guest is famous psychologist 
Feruza Akbarova and today we are going to have a hot topic “Do you 
teach your kids HOW to learn?”.

I:Good morning, Feruza. Welcome to our show!
P: Thank you. Good morning.
I: Mrs.Feruza can you give us some pieces of advice how to improve 

our kids good study habits.
P:-Yes, first thing is get organized. Seriously, teach your kids how to 

organize their binders, bags, etc. Also, if you have older kids, give them 
the skills to keep an assignment planner. Get them in the habit of writing 
their tasks down. And next thing is following a routine. Make a hard-fast 
homework time in your child’s schedule. Little ones particularly benefit 
from predictability. There’s less resistance when the time is already 
built into day. Besides that getting creative is also very helpful. Getting 
creative isn’t just for the little ones. Older children can find what habits 
are effective for them individually by trying out several techniques: flash 
cards, rewriting notes, making up songs, making a game out of studying.

I: And I think the place where you are studying is also important?
P: Yes, of course. You should determine a set place for kids to study. 

It helps them get into the mindset. Maybe it is a desk in their room, 
your family office, or the dining room table? Make sure their location is 
stocked with supplies. My kids never really liked studying in their rooms, 
so I made them a little tote with pens, pencils, markers, scissors, etc. We 
pulled it out during homework and then stashed it out of sight until the 
next day. Encouraging your kids to talk to their teachers is also effective.



In a world of e m a ile d  iusiant fommunigation, it шшрргйш! to teach 
your kids how4o email their teacher and aifcftr clarifications Some M il 
urc too embarrassed to raise their hand in class if  they get behind, show 
I hem other irays to communicate if  that is the c u t .  And don’t forget to 
Icach healthy §i|§f|yle habiti for te§l days. Encourage kids to go to sleep 
on time and t i l  a healthy breakfast on Jut days. As they get older, the 
tests come with higher stakes^ so healthy habits will really play into their 
success. And please, encourage them to learn their learning style. When 
they bring home an ipifprnteat or test with a great grad®* ask them 
I hey think helped them the most. A pattern may 3#%  ниищиь You can 
;ilso encourage them note-taking. Note-taking is a  learned skill. ШЙЁ## 
the teacher suggests ft iif h r tl# d o e sn ’t. Encourage your child to do if 
anyway. Show them how. And don’t forget that older kids a lot of 
pressures. Studying from start to finish is too much. Encourage them 
to take breaks. Depending on the kid, maybe a 10 minute break every 
30-50 m im i i  wffl help — t o  them. For some peopl% the prtppiff# 
of a two hour study ssssbn isem i $6 overwhelming, they don’t want to 
begin. I llilh  them how to ХШдрЁШ their time limits.

I:O.K. Femza, thank you very much for your useful adiiiSiL H i hope 
our parents got useful information from today% show. Thank you 
being with us.

P: Thank you.
I: Dear parents do 3©u teaiSl your kids HOW to learn? If Их, ‘ЙЕН1 do 

you do '.if? .If you WBSL to i m  u t t l  your йщррзйяи*

3. Ask students to fill in the missing parts of the sentences as it is 
given in the listening material. Play the tape again and check 
the answers.

1. resistance 4. embarrassed 7. pressures
2. rewriting notes 5. stakes 8. overwhelming
3. determine 6. grade

4. Pairwork. Find out if students have the similar habits as 
mentioned by the psychologist. Then direct them to ask the 
list of questions from their partner. Encourage students to tell 
the whole class about their partner’s study habits and decide 
whether they are effective for them.



GRAMMAR

Verb +■ ing or verb + to

5. Focus students’ attention on grammar part and check their 
background knowledge if they know the difference between 
“go on doing’1' and “go on to do* or “remember doing” and 
“remember to do”

Шшш that some verbs ean be foil owed bythe ip*
JfelM with little щ ш  4ЙЯЦР in яаашзщ For example:

The ШШШШЖ continued to Uffiaif in iM  libraiy all afternoon.
The students continued studfti|j in the litapif1 g | gfanppB*
ТЬшй irerbs ш  begin; ‘ta a5! te rtfenc l; continue; hat3̂ j Intend; ItMS; 

prefi»; ̂ tart
Som eiarbi <awte:M liigidb|<'l® A#i 8Ж1й1|й1№1 

form. The choice dtepen f̂- on the шшю|1л|;.-
Км и м айиЕ'дд1 Швшён! айш1-рЬуй§ e a s p i a  - р е п  s fe f  Ш#

lessons, (past memory)
й и ш й »  to do p i  homeworkbefore eat. f t a f t  i S |p |  
These Hadbi are: forget; jp on; ip̂ gffig; learn; МЗщ mean;

stop; teach; try;

6. Ask students to read the sentences and decide if feoff sentences 
have the same meaning or not

1. x 2. У 3. ✓ 4. x 5 . x

7. Tell students to complete the text with the -ing or to-infinitive 
form of the verbs in brackets.

a. getting d. to think g. paying
b. to take e. to remember
c. shopping f. writing

READING

8!, Ask students to match the wordswith theirdefinitions.

1. d 2. с 3. g 4. h 5. f  6. b 7. e 8. a
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9. Allow students some time to read the article from the newspaper 
and while*reading they fill in the missing parts of the text a-g 
with the phrases 1-7.

a. 4 b. 7 c. 6 d. 5 e. 1 f. 2

10. Give students some time to read the questions and answer 
them according to the text.

11. Ask students to read the psychological test and answer the 
questions by using 1-5 scale. After they have found their scores 
read the following results to them

45-50 points: Your study habits reflect excellent strategies. If 
your grades don’t reflect them, talk to your teacher at your academic 
assistance center.

40-44 points: Your study habits reflect excellent strategies. 
Have some questions made you pause? Consider improving your 
effectiveness: begin by reviewing one question.

35-39 points: You may have some good habits, but there is area for 
improvement. Select one particular question, and focus on improving 
that one: for example, time management and place.

30-34 points: There is much for improvement. Even if your test 
scores are O.K, it’s not likely that are getting the most out of your 
study strategies.

Below 29 points: Look at the bright side: with a little professional 
help, you can make a big difference. Your teacher can help you start to 
become a better learner and understand better. Good luck!

WRITING

12. Draw students attention to the table. Ask them to read the tips 
to write a diary, choose the correct one and put a tick.

3. У 5. ✓ 7. У 8. У
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13.Tell students to look at the types of diaries and write what could 
be included to the following diaries.

1. Travel diaries Include many records made by voyagers. 
These diaries are centered specifically 
around the courses of where a person has 
traveled, usually including experiences 
that occurred along the route.

2. Sleep diaries Generally, these types of diaries are 
kept by a patient, given by a doctor, 
psychologist, etc. Ideally, they are used 
for diagnosing people with a sleep 
disorder, like narcolepsy or insomnia.

3.Audio diaries Many people use tape recorders or voice 
recorders to talk about parts of their lives 
that are most fascinating to the current 
situation.

4. Personal writing diaries In these diaries, people write their 
thoughts about anything they want.

5. Creative writing diaries Used to record stories, poems, lyrics, 
songs, or drawings. For example, 
people get a thought that comes to mind 
spontaneously, and they record it in 
these types of diaries.

6. Memory diary These types of diaries allow people to 
place precious photos, log details about 
their thoughts, behaviors, and emotions 
for events that are most important for 
their lives. The topics in this diary are 
things that may be explored in the future.

7. Food diaries Record of all the types of foods and 
drinks consumed by a person, usually in 
order to estimate calorie consumption; 
while tracking calorie consumption, a 
person can see how far he has come in 
his weight loss struggles.

14. Ask students to write a memory diary about their study habits.
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SUCCEEDING IN LIFELONG LEARNING

OBJECTIVES
• explore the ицгиилМ i*Ifi of lifelong learning
• practice Present Perfect and Present Perfect Continuous
• write reflective autobiography

STARTER
Focus students’ attentiiii ДО the ptsit». Let them share their 

understandings about the notes with the whole group.

LISTENING
1. Pairwork. Allow students some time to read the words and word 

combinations in the box and guess their meaning.

tremendous -  great in amount and level 
enable -  make someone able to do something 
frustration -  when you feel annoyed or less confident 
affluence -  prosperity, abundance
fast track -  the quickest, but usually most competitive, route to success 
or progress
neutral -  not noticeable
accomplish -  finish something successfully
the pay off -  award you get out of your effort
working your way - style
towards - to
preferably -  if possible
start off -  to make something begin by doing something 
add up -  to have a particular result or effect 
discipline - training which produces obedience

2. Ask students to use the words from the box and complete the
sentences.

1. towards 7. the pay off
2. enables 8. working your way
3. frustration, affluence 9. preferably, start off
4. fast track 10. add up
5. tremendous 11. discipline
6. accomplish

*



TAPSCRIPT

I f  you don’t ЛиЙОр H i isM I ш ап ш и
and courses regularly and l|p|pn||io audio programmes 1b jpoui'eif Ш  
you move ШШ8«| somewhere, Ю М  else Ш doing H fc  And, И й  
personwill'lis inthe raise, andj^iu wifilose.

For jp tA  s i %  i f  т. м щ р i  р и .  isfci i i f e l o p  Ши И В и д  
ц й ! -р ш М Ц г ;ща, ф ф ш  шяр®Й §^£щц lls®  who |peil 

and watches night. Th il is р^вир! no habit o f i  more
guaranteed your success in life sp e ll habit o f continuous personal and 
professional :&П|РШ#ЩШ1 The- fay  off ill fcp E lH  Epufe S i  ppK ДЙЙ 
щШ be ЬииниУццЦщ For ftp  b p t  pay о Ц  award is feat трав Шйййййё
шш брйаЛйй яй ршШш. "Иш wffi te s  rases b# шшш
creative рш Ш  be Jiip jj| | F person Щ; you соаЙваве to jptaw and gpMV
ш в е й  жаШиЁш o ffiiK  Л и  ршшййй*

The habit o f continuous learning enables average people t® l»eeeiii 
top ;pStitoBiSB' fe l l i i r  field. И д Д в  people "to gos from щ р  i© r ffh ^  
tfe :|ppm.jpofp^ and frustration to- аЯйШййй Шй,
ЯаШМИИ. !ШпЙ1МЙЙ 1ШИЕЙЩ| Я$ИИЙ в ш у  door IfefjPPj* it 1ЖШЯН your 
Ш^Щрш^аш! рщ|Ы||р Bndputs you on to th^iiSKiliifein

E iiif t ito ii  tggggtag J i l l  ШШ1 il neutral, эдрн р 9ВД, Ш#: В  to 
ICTnp^ihttf ffi^traordmary ftinfp. in your life, its one o f fee best habits 
yflfe шш &Ш- develop Ш0 the 'jpsf яНГДява. ПдяЙшжян learning wffi

=!f t® fa B * S!fou can actuallyШШup to
aB t̂egiK’ f t p ®  ей Ь  ’$ш$< Штй 'Bp тише! » * He -IP is  W pstatiteg

H fli lap  | ш  ygagr iowards becoming ош  of the
JglDples l i  p s i  Лйй*

Let me break fUi dcrew flbr ^our iioughti j p i  Ь аж  It cteSflJI i f  
Jpou МЙ1 f i t 110  -60 ЯЁШЙВ-s c h  da® -р®£егаШ il"A i: morning before 
jiSU i£pf- оЩ; th|p цЩ  add up to about one book per H i  The -й1Шй|Р; 
ЙШЙйШ ШВШ 1ш  Ш т  е й  bool: р я  year, i f  ц щ  read one book pp- 
week A il will add щ  to abost 50 feiftate each p i t ,  As it hap jiili to 
M  a PhD H il l  i  мЦи? вЙЯШЩр1 Пр1ш 1 ''iff reading and igpsftpseis 
|йЙ|1ёШ  4№шрМ&яз ®fУЬяй 30'-.S§ books. Sfyou would read .-ш#!Iffigft 
f s f 1Щ6 » ИЗ ЪосйирвЕ year f i n ’i  iqitisfclltif'® .-р кйДяа! PhD in 
jp p k IU I each fear. I f  усж aDmtinumg reading Ksthls'}§f§% 3#bad)&  
:ряГ|Ш| yrn  1ЙП 1ШКШНЕ500 M fcs  :1ft 1И1 li® JPSHSi And if  you read 
500 books in your field in fee world where f e e i f g ^ g e f [ № M li^ I i^



then one book per year, do you think that this might give you an age? 
You bet!

The fact is, you would quickly become one of the most knowledgeable, 
most export,and highest paid person in your field. I f  you simply to 
develop the habit o f reading each momingin your field for 30-60 minutes. 
I have never met anyone, anywhere throughout the world who has not 
transformed their life in their career by the habit of daily reading.

You must also discipline yourself to leave the television or radio 
off, to put the newspaper aside, perhaps to arise a little earlier in the 
morning, so you can invest in your mind. This investment in yourself, 
who give you one of a highest pay off in terms of results, awards and 
satisfaction that you will ever enjoy from anything that you do.

3. Draw students’ attention on the photo. Let them guess what the 
upcoming track is going to sound about. Answers may vary.

4. Ask students to look through the list of recommendations below. 
Play the tape. Tell them to listen to the tape and decide if the 
statements are true or false.

2. F 3. T 4. F 5. T 6. F

5. Let students choose the most suitable title to the listening 
material and prove their selection.

С

6. Groupwork. Allow students some time to prepare a poster 
illustrating the idea given in the listening material. Let them 
present to the whole group.

GRAMMAR
Present Perfect and Present Perfect Continuous

7. Ask students to match the beginnings a-d with the endings 1-4 
to make four important rules about the use of Present Perfect 
and Present Perfect Continuous.
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8. Pairwork. Ask students to read the sentences and choose the 
most appropriate form of the verb. Check the answers.

a. Ever eaten
b. Have you been driving
c. Have you taken

d. Have you heard
e. Have you had
f. Have you ever been

9. Tell students to complete the sentences

1. I first met Bobur when he was ten
2. I have been against from the start
3. She has been learning English since she was a child
4. English has become ubiquitous over 15 years

READING
10.Ask students to read the descriptions and decide who they 

belong to.

1., b 2. a 3. с

12.Tell students to match the words in column A with the definitions 
in B.

l . a  2. b 3. g 4. f  5. e 6. d 7. с

WRITING
13. Ask students to read the sections of a sufficient autobiography 

and order them 1-4.

a." 3 b. 1 c. 4 d. 2

14.Tell student to read the options and decide which section in 
Ex.1 they belong to.

1. b 2. d 3. a 4. с

15. Ask students to put the names of sections A-С in Ex.4 using the 
options from Ex.1

1. d 2. a 3. с

16. Encourage students to write paragraphs following the template 
presented.
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шШШШ 
OBJECTIVES

• have clear idea about one’s personal and social responsibilities;
• use narrative tenses in spoken and written English;
• compose a written or oral form of anecdote;

Skills to be practiced: listening, speaking, reading, writing

STARTER
Focus students’ attention on life photos and give them some 
time so that they convey the main message of paired a-b and 
c-d life photos.

Possible answers:
In photo A the littered river is viewed while photo В presents 

people attending hashar and taking care of nature. Photo A is caused 
by human involvement. In photo С clean enviroment is depicted. This 
is the gift of nature and we should save it for future generation.

LISTENING
1. Ask students to look at the diagramme and think about the 

correlation between the parts. Probe them by asking the 
questions.
Possible answers:

Human obligation in the:
-  community can be characterized with one’s commitment and 
devotion in the society;
-  environment can compass one’s care and protection towards to the 
nature;
-  profession is to meet the requirements and needs of the employer, 
having an enthusiasm for the productive work;
- education can be explained with one’s strong passion to learn and 
share, practice and implement the learning outcomes;
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‘Cause they got nowhere to go 
That’s why I want you to know
I’m starting with the man in H i ЮЙКЩ| I ’m asking him to е1и||р his

ways.
And no message could hay# been any clearer.
If  you wanna make the world a better place, take a look at yourself, 

and then make a change.
I ’ve been a victim of a selfish kind o f love, it’s time that I realize.

That there Шё some with no home, not a nickel to loan.
Could it be really me, prastenAag that they’re not alone?
A 'S f l g f  deeplyiscarredj somebody’s broken heart, and a washed-out 

dream.
They follow the pattern of the wind you see, cause they got no place to be. 

why I’m starting with me.
Г *а  starting with the man in the mirror, I ’m asking him to change his 

ways.
And no message could have been any clearcr.
I f  уеш wanna make the world a better place, take a look at yourself, 

and then make a change.
I’m starting with the man in the mirror, I ’m asking him to change his 

ways.
No message could have been any clearer.
I f  you wanna make the world a better place, take a look at yourself 

and make that change.
You gotta get it right, while you got the time, cause when you close 

your heart, you can’t close your ... your mind.

4. Play the tape again. Ask students to listen to the tape for the 
second time and complete the table with shortenings. Let them 
compare the forms in pairs.

Shortenings Complete form
gonna going to
blowin’ blowing
ya you
wanna want to
gotta get to



5. Team up students. Distribute the case studies on the Handout 2. 
Give them time to review the case and think about the solutions 
to the cases in Handout 2. You may use two quite different 
activities for the task. Refer to a. and b. points.

a. Students work out possible solution to the case and present it to the 
whole class;

b. Students act out the situations presenting how they would behave 
in the ‘hero’s position.

Note, Students тщ follow fh i steps Jfe  iiifefcig ethical decisions 
g if®  in Student’s book to the problem..

GRAMMAR

Narrative Tenses

Stale that the ad o f past tenses mostly used in 'fflpfelisg; tbp рщ*|#® 
ppenfe Is ffllfd ; narrative Шаяш-

6. Pairwork. Ask students to complete the blanks with proper 
tense verb forms and compare their choices with partners. 
Check thoir variations with the whole class.

Cat saved family from house fire

Damira Nasirova was woken up at 4:45 a.m. by the cries o f the 
family cat, Momiqoy, coming from the garage. Damira went downstairs 
to see what the fuss had been about. What she saw was smoke and 
flames; she quickly grabbed the cat and rushed back inside to wake up 
her husband and their five children.

The fire destroyed the garage and a bedroom. None o f the family 
was harmed thanks to the cat’s cries. As an interesting side note, none 
of the family had been fond of the cat before this incident; however 
Damira Nashirova claimed “We love it now. This thing is getting some 
tuna tonight!”

7. Pairwork. Tell students io complete the blanks with proper 
tense Verb forms and compare them with partners. Check their 
variations with the whole class.
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Gorilla Saved a Boy from being Attacked 
On August 16 1996 in the Brookfield Zoo, a 3 year old boy fell 

into a Gorilla enclosure and lost consciousness. Binti Jua a female 
Lowland Gorilla, guarded the young boy from the other Gorillas in the 
enclosure, she then cradled him in her arm while her own 17 month 
old baby was on her back and carried him 60 feet to an entrance where 
zoo-keepers could retrieve him.

8. Ask students to read the given quotes and share their perception 
about them in real life.

The Only Time you should Look Down at Someone is when 
you are Helping them Up

This quote means that you should not judge others by your own 
standards based on how they look or what they are wearing etc. We 
should accept a person for what they are . The only time you look 
down on a person is when you help pick them up.

It’s everyone’s personal responsibility not to let the actions or words 
of others bring you down, but for those people in the limelight (anyone 
out their spreading a message) it’s OUR responsibility to choose our 
words carefully and send a message that is inclusive.

All that is Required for Evil to Prevail is for Good Men to do
Nothing

This quote means that there are many injustices in the world but 
we can correct it and prevent others from suffering the same fate if  we 
stand as one and uphold what is true, fair and just.
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9. Encourage students to read the stories of different people and 
tick the relevant column boxes.

Statements Sto
ry

 
1

Sto
ry

 
2

The story relates to a family and its friends
The story relates to physical needs S
I saw what happened in the story V
What happened in the story relates to an ethnic group 
or tribe

s

What happened in the story relates to community, 
region, or country

s

The story relates to food and shelter V
The story makes me feel inspired V V

Note: Each story and statement may have several and the same ticks 
depending on students’ comprehension.

10. Encourage students to give metaphoric definition to the word 
Good Deed.

Possible answers:
Good deed is like the stream of river as it quenches thousands 

of thirsty creatures.
-  'Good deed is like the sun as it presents the source of energy to 

flora and faunas.

WRITING 
Anecdote writing 
ft. Focus students’ attention on two pieces of writings and let them 

explain the differences between them.

The first writing is narrated from the first person while the 
second story is retold from the third person.



State that a short piece of writing or speaking either from the first 
person or the third person taken from someone’s personal experience 
is called anecdote. It can be useful for setting the stage for a speech 
or personal essay. An anecdote often relays a story that can be used 
as a theme or lesson. The anecdote provides a lead-in to the overall 
message of your speech or essay. For example, the next sentence after 
the anecdote could be: «Have you ever run head-first into a situation 
and run straight into trouble?»

12.Ask students to match the ‘must be followed* components of 
anecdote Writing with definitions. Check the results.

Chronological arranged according to time

Flashback the anticipation felt by a reader or viewer in wanting 
to know what will happen next

Suspense the feeling that you are present in the immediate 
area being described

Immediacy an important new observation about life or about 
people

Insight a narrative device in which the author shares an 
incident from the past

13. Following the leading questions let students compose an 
anecdote representing someone who pass not socially or 
personally responsible in specific incident. Ask they to include 
tteconsiqaences for that irresponsible behavior.



affect our ability to understand what we’re saying to each other? Well 
that’s one o f the questions, Navruz Radio broadcast reporter Dilfuza 
Mamatkulova put to communications expert Jaloldin Zuhriddinov in 
this interview.

Dilfuza: Jaloliddin Zuhriddinov is a Professor of Communication 
Sciences and Disorders at Tashkent State University. People seek his 
help to talk slower and with greater clarity. To get back to where we used 
to be.

Jaloliddin Zuhriddinov: A decade ago I measured the speed of speech 
of teachers, family members and those out in society at a rate o f about 
145 words per minute. That is certainly not what we’re finding today. 
People are speaking at a rate of typically of around 160 to 180 words per 
minute.

Dilfuza: Jaloliddin Zuhriddinov says the central nervous system is 
best able to comprehend speech at around 124 to 130 words per minute. 
That’s about how fast he just spoke. When we talk slowly, the central 
nervous system has the time to fill in the gaps o f speech with elongated 
vowels and consonants. Teachers or parents who think that kids don’t 
hear them, (they ) actually might not understand them. And it’s not 
just kids. The ever growing number o f new immigrants, and especially 
seniors, can have a hard time with fast talkers. Jaloliddin Zuhriddinov 
says we all need to advocate for slower speech.

Jaloliddin Zuhriddinov: When I work with television news 
broadcasters whose time speaking at 200 words per minute, and people 
call in and complain that they cannot understand, then it would seem as 
though people would begin to take the hint that they need to slow down.

Dilfuza: There’s a  few ways to do that. Look people in the eye to 
get constant feedback and pause between phrases. And time yourself. 
Mark 130 words on a page and clock how fast you read it. I f  you’re 
done in less than a minute, try slowing down a little and see what it feels 
like. Then again, I ’ve been speaking at around 170 words per minute and 
hopefully you’ve understood me.

GRAMMAR
4.

1 . advised
2. assured/ promised

3. inform/teach.
4. have shown



5.

was buying 6. walked 12. noticed
saw 7. picked 13. was watching
turned 8. thought 14. hurried
was slowly 9. was looking 15. were walking/
putting 10. dropped walked
was carrying 11. Had 16.ran

6.
1. To improve the quality of something
2. The speed at which someone or something moves
3. Carelessly fast and dangerous
4. To control something directly
5. To express a thought
6. Perfect happiness
7. To run as fast as someone can
8. To walk slowly
9. To understand something completely
10. To make something clear

7.

1. T 2. F 3. T 4. F 5. T

SPEAKING

(Students own answers assessed by Teachers)

WRITING

(Students own answers assessed by Teachers)
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MANAGEMENT T Y P E S

SERVICE MANAGEMENT

OR IFPTIVF^• analjfte A# ДШяйй°^ри1 йСшш4йё&
• iriK fiilaflwB: ilauSfiS: properly
• pwrtfrM writing' a complaint ifftp"

SMBs® fee pMtitosA lilteningj ipeaking, reading, writing.

1 м и  i M f  1Й®ЙШ. on the l i m  T h fjf give llteir ideas istof 
people and a g e ie iii need business ш йЬ and advertisements.

Possible answers: people and agencies use business cards and
advertisements to offer their goods and services, to appeal to customers
and to increase the number of their consumers.

LISTENING
1. Ask students to read the expressions and give definitions 

relating to customer service management.

1. be creative. Encourage new ideas and new approaches,
2. be consistent. Being consistent will help you to create positive 

habits, you have to do the things consistently which are necessary 
to have a successful day in and day out.

3. stay focused. Stay focused on achieving your short-term goals 
give your customer a chance and time to realize and assess your 
advantages.

4. acquire skills. Studying and learning your competitors’ experience
5. make decisions. Think of downside of the result and analyze it, this 

will help you to make a favorable decision.

2. Play the tape. Let students listen to the МйГЙШ ofa Successful 
businessman taken by a journalist While listening ask students 
to write Н и  of each tip from ex 3.

1. get organized; 5. analyse your competition;
2. provide great service; 6. understand the risks and
3. stay focused; rewards;
4. keep detailed records;
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TAPESCRIPT

International EKpertgivie suggestions in sijecee.ding;well-formtiiated 
isp iafi management.

P en d in g  n i i s f f l i i M I  gffitffii ЯйШйрШШ щ.йяу iph®® o f life 
щраШг flexibility два! skills from a. person. Suceesi and
income won’t come immediately щ р щ  people think, they will came 
Щ§§ by ШЬ by юййц clear goals. ts№®j iei;am d  planning out ail упас 
ii t id ii  elSliBipL IftSSSI are ШИШ 'tipi HifHf Ш in Ssistomer BflrtH '
management.
It (M lip r iH i*  Being organised ip щ | i f  ffag « g s t Ьщуш^и | gjttaati  

l i  providing зшеешйй n i l  яш щ етеЩ . ЙдртшШшЙ iM fe 
HOI help you control ail your operations. Creating to do list each day, 
fpmpleti|||: fash Ццщ and checking it off ̂ our lfat:ll  a useful thing 
•fa organization. Ц will S B illd  you all actions '1ЙМ1 :т Я 1  be dofti 
during the Aqi

1. Keep detailed records. Keeping detailed records helps you to be 
aware # f the financial riri» and condition o f your Ьщйшш and iilp f' 
you to about potential challenges and gjtiiS' an opportunity to 
think about strategies io overcome diffi©»lfie§s.

% Аш%же your competition. Studying and learning your competitors’ 
gxperience и М я  you to  ШР Ьшйк щ®Ш for the вШИИ o f ЗИйГ
нШош to £м1щ jpsstfE

4. Calculate ilsfes and rewards. B e f o s ® y o u  should think 
o f downside o f and ш Й рн this will help you to make
Storable Wtoiih Ш "turn' will lead to f c ; ffu r
business.

3L Cp®ati«i|f :!p in f  of the 'Ърй features й щ р  Search for
тщрц to ЕЩВЕПЯ and enlarge p fK  м в кЕинв and make it stand out 
from the ШШрйМйй!., Encourage new Ё И  and new approaches, 
which will lead la the prosperity o f рщг мщяДичДЙЬт

6. ffesppriL CfenP four ш&ШШГ щ. швш- anil time to |№H 
understanding and p)Ur advantages, think, of achieving your 
short-term .goals* Ш. them; make their choice. A t I mentioned above, 
рррдвдр and income will come little by little,

% Prepare to таШ8йЯЙ11Ш The lead-up to a business is a hard work. 
S u S iili requires ШЁгайН Ш well M  beauty. You ИЙ! have to work 
more, spend Is® time with family friends and others in order to be 
successful.



К. Provide great service. Providing great customer service is important 
in business. You will gain your customers’ confidence, they’ll be 
more inclined to come to you the next time.

9. Be consistent. Consistency is an essential component in making 
money. Being consistent will help you to create positive habits, you 
have to do the things consistently which are necessary to be successful 
day in and day out.

Conclusion
Concentration, discipline and perseverance are crucial things in 

achieving success. However, success will not come over a night as in old 
saying «Rome was not built in a day» - a long-term focus and consistency 
in challenging environments will lead to prosperity.

3. Play the tape again. Ask students to number the sequence of 
tips from 1-9 as it comes in the listening material.

1 . Get organized 5. Creativity
2. Keep detailed records 6. Stay focused
3. Analyse your competition 7. Prepare to make sacrifice
4. Calculate the risks and 8. Provide great service

rewards 9. Be consistent

SPEAKING

4. Pairwork. Allow students some time to read the questions and 
give their answers. Ask students to share their views with their 
mates. 

GRAMMAR 

Relative clauses 

5. Pairwork. Focus students’ attention on the underlined words 
in the sentences and discuss the differences. Check their 
background knowledge of relative clauses.

Which refers to the objects,
Who refers to the people,
Where refers to the place.
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Relative pronoun Use Example

who
subject or object 
pronoun for people

I told you about the 
woman who lives next 
door.

which
subject or object 
pronoun for animals 
and things

Do you see the cat which 
is lying on the roof?

which
referring to a whole 
sentence

He couldn’t read which 
surprised me.

whose
possession for people 
animals and things

Do you know the boy 
whose mother is a nurse?

whom

object pronoun for 
people, especially in 
non-defining relative 
clauses (in defining 
relative clauses we 
colloquially prefer 
who)

I was invited by the 
professor whom I met at 
the conference

that

subject or object 
pronoun for people, 
animals and things 
in defining relative 
clauses (who or 
which are also 
possible)

I don’t like the table that 
stands in the kitchen.

6. Tell students to title the services described in the pictures and 
define them using relative clauses. Answers may vary.

1. Uzbekistan Airways is a company, which serves a number of 
domestic destinations as well as international flights to Asia, 
Europe and North America.

2. Cookery is an activity, which refers to preparing and cooking fo 
od.

3. Wedding service is a service which offers decorations of wedding
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restaurants, taking videos and photos and kamay-sumay musical 
instruments.

4. Health service is a public service which provides medical care. 
Hospital is a place where health service is provided to sick people.

5. Car wash is a service which provides sanitary service.
6. Banking is a service which deals with receiving money on current 

or deposit account, paying and collecting cheques drawn by or paid 
in by customers, making of advances to customers.

7. Ask students to complete the sentences with appropriate 
relatives.

1. that 4. that 7. where
2. that ' ^ 5. who
3. which 6. which

READING
8. Ask students to make up their own sentences using the given 

words and word expressions. Answers may vary.

Possible answers:
1. Well- formulated service management is a driver of a business 

market relations,
2. Client service requires gaining their confidence, providing 

high-level services, honesty and enterprise, work according 
to changeable wants and needs, uphold honor of a company, 
benevolence of specialists, industrial and office workers.

3. Competitions among companies will contribute to performance of 
high-level services.

4. Customer insight is the intersection between the interests of the 
consumer and features of the brand.

5. Complexity o f market relations is an index of culture and mentality 
o f a country.

9. Give students some time to read the text for getting the main 
idea. Focus their attention on the statements below the text 
and ask them decide whether they are true (T) or false (F).

1. T 2. F 3. F 4. T
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10.Groupwork. Direct students to think about the service 
management in their sphere. Let them discuss the questions in 
small groups.

Possible answers:
1 ......service management is increasingly getting one o f the vital

business issues for organizations realizing the benefits of customer 
relationship management.

2 .... Studying wants and needs of clients and satisfying them is the 
only solution of this problem.

3 ..... a client service is the key factor which provides economic
and social stability in all spheres of the development o f the society. 
Improvement of this sphere has positive effects on prosperity of citizens, 
widespread of entrepreneurship, development of economy, increasing 
revenue of the country, decreasing a number of unemployment 
deeply...............

WRITING
11. Check if the students have ever written a complaint letter. If yes, 

find out what was the reason for writing it.
a) Ask students to mark the words from 1-4 according to their

О 0 Л 1 1 О П Л О О

1-background; 2-problem; 3-solution; 4-waming.

b) They fill each column with possible expressions.

Possible answers:
Background: Dear Sir/Madam

• “I am writing to complain about...”
• “I am writing referring to... ”
• “The reason I am writing to you is (a problem with...)”
• “I am writing to express my concern about/dissatisfaction with...”
• “I would like to bring the matter o f ... to your attention.”
• “I would like to draw your attention to . . .”

Problem
• “I was supposed to receive ... Unfortunately, that never happened.”
• “You can imagine how unhappy I was to discover . . .”
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• “I regret to inforaryou that your service was below my expectations
• “When I tried to contact you by phone, no one could offer me any 

sensible answer.”
• “I contacted your representative in .... Unfortunately, he denied 

the service that I requested.”
Solution

• “The ideal solution would be ... “
• “I hope you can settle this matter by .. .(doing something)”
• “I insist on getting a refund o f . . .”
• “Please look into this matter as soon as possible.”
• “I believe this matter deserves your urgent attention.”

Warning
• Otherwise I will be forced to stop my payments to your store

12. Lei students read the sample of a complaint tetter and name

Background Problem Solution Warning

13. Ask students to recollect any service which they have not been 
satisfied with, to t them write a Mfer of complaint using the 
given template.
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Lesson 10 HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

OBJECTIVES
• listen to the gist and a detailed information
• identify the basi*; concept and functions of human resources 

management
• personalize the topic related vocabulary

Skills to be practiced: listening, speaking, reading, writing
Target vocabulary: manage, leadership, employee, staff, recruitment, 

personnel

Focus students’ attention on the pictures and allow them to 
explore the hidden message combining to the title of the lesson.

Possible answers: People are the main source of
Working in collaboration any company 
Human resources

1. Ask students to line up the synonymic groups to a-l sorting out 
the words in the box. Say that some words may have more 
than one synonym.

a. manage head, run, lead
b. staff personnel
c. leadership direction
d. review recognise, survey, digest
e. employee worker, hand
f. remuneration reward, compensation, premium
g. succeed progress, develop, achieve, evolve
h. recruitment selection
i. retire fire, reassign
j. hire employ, engage, tenant
k. insurance assurance
l. learn inspect, investigate, scan, study, inspect, scrutinize
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2 . Tell s tu d ^g  rid 
important work management seqШ 1 ^Ш & # Д В ^м и М 1 и М

Answers may vary.
Selection 1, recruitment 2, hiring 3, orientation 4, placement 5, 

providing direction 6, creating working conditions 7, insurance 8, 
team building 9, survey 10, recognition 11, training 12, retraining 13, 
remuneration 14, retirement 15.

3. Ask students to listen to the tape ш ш Я к ш  the job t i t le 3 t№  
in te iH ie H

Human Resource Manager

Hello, Mr. Sardor. Could you share with your experience while you 

With pleasure.

I felt great responsibility, because we used others’ resources.

What points were rather difficult?

How did you find out strong arid weak sides of your staff? 

some aspects o f my occupation.

My staff included, o f course, young and a little bit passive persons. 

Surely the results and achieved targets.

Be always aware o f the each member of the staff.

For my personnel material funding had a great significance, but for

parameters.
How did you develop leadership in you and in your employees?
I learned much about relationships not studying this subject



(Ъявщ/Ываф. The personnel Ipppflp i Ifc lr Jmpftedg? and ittJls: 
during the дразнит.

-  Ip iff is тш&Ь 1щрр|||В| fa угру я ^ и» щ£Шш company?
-  Discipline gul equal I f  all the ®la!|
-  Do jnH-‘ think ЙШ| увЩ; WW& ШШ f l f w  ШШЫщ in ЩВШ0
-  i wmftwgft
-  ЯеПГ wosld you JroprfVf human 1ШШШШ g u p t M i  ЙШШйЙГ
-  Let think #|||,|§р(|| ’l̂ gpMmg
-  f̂csf is рдс щ  EEfarkai ̂ шшй&“8ж iitileii 'fe is  у — ии̂
-  fcpw p|peed>tesom plin iiiii^erygi® ffl^i^S fd^
-  T taA iftli^:M r. SiPllfc
-  I  |*Qjg§cil8' щ р и ш ш  Will itBist other реорйь

4. Grve students some seconds to review the statements. Play 
the tape again. Ask students to listen to the tape and decide 
whether the statements are true (T), false (F) or nor given (NG).

1. True 3. Not given 5. True 7. True
2. True 4. False 6. Not given 8. True

5. Pairwork. Give students some time to read the statements and 
prove their position licking either Agree of Disagree column. 
Allow some time for peer discussion and iome of them share 
their decision wffii the whole class. Душишй га ^ тмгу.

6. Groupwork. fSsst® study. Encourage students to imagine 
themselves to be a responsible manager for Human Resources

managaafiant. srf the ftwMoiing organization: in their field. 
Allow them fme to look through the 10 major Human Resources 
(HR) functions presented. The teams make a choice of the three 
most important of the funciions considering the organization’s 
development. Ask teams to present and prove their options 
with the whole class.

7. Pairwoffc Tell students f t  last through the speech #Ш |Ф  in the 
left column. Ask then to match wi® the statements in the iight 
column keeping the same ifp ^ f ji1#* tl#

1. с 3. 1 5. к 7. i 9. а 11. f
2. h 4. j  6. g 8. b 10. d 12. e
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N O T E : A ils ||ийш]§§’|0 outline the нМ ш ш рвш М рш шшшШшшшШ 
of two columns.

Left '.column: are produced by the ймЬрвпив йщрйяг or
plural. The шйощ belong iff l l i  lffA§£.>

Right column: Ш н п к  РШ рпНЬптГ%  Ш$ШВШМ шрЙЩ; 
whom the action does iB t befctig:t^ hilttif iij^stieporting fls
8. Ask students to change the direct speech into indirect one using 

the reporting verbs.

1. The worker begged me not to tell anyone.
2. My uncle advised me to start saving for my retirement.
3. The secretary reminded me to phone the director of the oil company.
4. He apologized for not going to the meeting.
5. He promised not to be late.
6. They threatened to start without him.
7. The manager announced that the company was closing.
8. The executive director blamed the manager for losing much money.

READING
9. Encourage students to read the questions. Let them to express 

their opinions about questions imagining fc ilse lW s to be a 
chief of an organization. Organize the whole group discussion. 
All students’ answers are acceptable.

10.Ask students to read the letter written by HR manager to his 
apprentice who is going to be appointed fc his position. Let 
them decide which of the three statements covers the overall 
plot of the letter.

b. The experienced chief recommends some useful instructions in
company management.

11. Allow students some time to read the statements and express 
their ‘agree’ or‘disagree’ position proving with specific examples. 
Accept i l l  students’ answers

WRITING
12.1 ntroduce students with the cover letter template and encourage 

them to write a cover letter to one of the vacancies given in If®  
box under the template. Explain them the mearing of the words 
in the box which can be useful in n i l  their letter.



FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT 

OBJECTIVES
• listen to the gist and listen to a detailed information
• use a/an, the and zero articles
• enlarge the topic related lexical stock in financial management

Skills to be practiced: listening, speaking, reading, writing 
Target vocabulary: financial management, benefit, opportunities, 

proficiency, experience, money and capital market, resource

STARTER
Lead in students allowing them some time to fulfill the task in the 

starter. Two photos are presented, both intending for specific purpose. 
In photo A four actions as ‘Give’, ‘Spend’, ‘Grow’, ‘Save’, which are 
essential in financial management are given on the bottle labels. In 
photo В the man with turned out pocket represents the state of being flat 
broken. Students should relate the photos to each other by completing 
the statement.

Eg.: I might be in picture В position if  I did not keep the action ‘give’, 
because investing money may lead to some profit. When the saving is 
invested into the bank, the bank offers a good deal of deposit for the 
investor. All answers are welcomed.

LISTENING
1. Encourage students to work in pairs and ask them to read the 

words in the box and select two of them. Let them explain the 
importance of their choice mentioning their role in life to their 
partner.

2. Ask students to review the key words in Ex.1 and guess what 
the upcoming listening material is going to sound about.

3. Give students some time to look through the questions a-g. Ask 
them to listen to the tape and tick the questions in a-g that has 
not been mentioned by the speaker.

b. Do you manage your finance properly?
g. Does financial management require any special skill?
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TAPESCRIPT
It is evident that th# majority o f college graduates make a Arifi© 

ol' their edu<gS$!on .§J ppn ifap Higher 1нёЙнЙжя of Tashkent. S3b  
capital.riHjy Tashkent offering ЛШ РакШ Н  in different ЁШ«§§ w ftfpapp 
annually Obviously,
studefift 1ЯРГВ1 to illgf SSWfF from ШЙР families 'Ы ц  АнвЛвшЙ to s u r f  
out 1№ииий|)иимииП commitments. О ж сМ ЯЕВ il financial н ц р и Ь  
The giientM: number of :рашМ рг<Шй1ё Iheit йМ|Щ№ for ШйЙГ ЙШ 
and second, ̂ e a fe f йий|ь йй Year I HfrHfr period o f Л р й й ю .й г  f t i  
academic and social rammunity. A i fdt tike ®sar II it l i  4nterre§Sin’ 
period, when student» are out o f their origin town an i find f i^ ife b iii 
almost complete щЩщт i f  IfehkeiJt; fpfjipom prt. When thejjr become 
junifr students Шйй ’i f t  have already beeg part timing employeef !p 
cover theft 4ай^®рШШШ1»;

The Ш 1  *#@®ept of financial management Ш ! be iefit^ W  ill H i 
fblfiswilil ЯЙШйШЙ How mush you spend is much more | щ ш й й  И ш  
how much foil ййМи This il  "йЙеп. referred to i i  ПШЦ£ 1 Ш В  your 
means.® Л ете  might appear icverai frequently asked questions. 

Question # 1. What can I spend?
ISWPging your debt lequlsis? careful planning, The 1еш1 of debt 

whliil: te manageable fcrp m  depends upon а тржМу a f :bstass including 
your lifiil o f Гм тн т and Ш Ц ; ащршаж.

Question # 2. Is budgeting important?
Ym. it 'Шге1у Шм A budget does & few ЙЙЙР-for you 

Я щ  it l i l l i  fouwhere your money Ш®@* ЙИМйк! f&SEB it g p ii 
fetond, it teflsyou where you are financially and Мрй J is i  figure ШЖ 

whisk road t® take Ш gain fiMdeiaf ййЬШ^.
Question # 3. What are the key components of budgeting? 
Budgeting |||̂ ЙР1 Р|Я»8Р1Г Р ^ Р РДМ ЗЕ 
L L@j|of income ani pipenses
II. & pi an for rf^ ti:n'§’:tlsponsIbil^te яяк  p a l l  
Question # 4. Are there any types of expenses?
ЩЩШШШ !§§' divided into !®0 МЙфВЙНВ and Jft®f

essentials
ЛУвйМШ are пейЙШШШ HQfJKhi, itMfeflfag ito ajl̂ jl :'§ШШй|

transportation, and я/раллЛ ья
Мри- essentialexpensmmaymclude ваЫе ЧРД̂ , «ШЙЕЙШ!*, ЙШЙМй 

bills и й  i f f l f t  щйжшкш ИШтвсзз (Чшш1Й»1аЫе.!в You сййвййиёй 
non-essential жршН№



'Tftfe йайИ уЩ. About 1И$Шб your money йШ Н from, bow 
much fjHK have :f&: spend, ■a i J  whefeyou spend the '«isier II fc to; make 
l l t e ; spending decisioM.. In Шкийи^уоиг money works for you instead 
pf against щ  BifldiS* to йййшй&е the amount of the stipend you щ  
applytheexistingseholarshipsofferedbythe authority ofallUm«Ersifes| 

Question #5. Are there any tips for managing money?
* Put your roommate Is yam financial planning. If 50®. щ  contact 

чрШР foommate l i l e s  the semester starts and decids how you’ll 
divide fiapensest

* Talk to your ратепЫ about who pays for what. Find out what you cail 
count ой from them and what you will be |*Jtirself rasponsible for.

* Ask forhelpfwhen youneedit. If you run intaa financMJS^figi^ :fg$l 
home and fat your parents know you’re in troubfe. If an
event change* уши: home financial situation, dorv*i g tff up bp 
u ieen ^ fi: your financial шй jpffie®:, set
aside funds to йЦр student! get through difficult щЫшЙфЩк.

* abudget and mAk/iet it!
* Ssphe and project for Id » »  шрдарр
* Leeraiie say % #  to 1й?и|»
* Do в!Йи#"’ things
■ Keep lEcords o f  expenses
■ Don’t overuse plastic ip d l
■* 1йв^явдщ|г®р^ spd.|^wiBgiAile:;p № ® ii|,tHi4iplfe

Through budgeting, :|р̂ пМшщ|'рд1И1Р 1 ЕЙа1 purchases, and ifHbi^ 
you can afford:
* Home
* Cbr
■ Retirement
■ Conveniences for your future family

other ЙкИррвШ! cost ущ, it will be tell yourself «NO!»

4. Encourage students to look through the statements. Play the 
tape again. Jisk them to listen and put the sentences in correct 
sequence using 1-10. Check the results.

1. Put your roommate in your financial planning. If you can, contact 
your roommate before the semester starts and decide how you’ll 
divide expenses.
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2. Talk to your parents about who pays for what. Find out what you 
can count on from them and what you yourself will be responsible 
for.

3. Ask for help when you need it. I f  you run into a financial disaster, 
call home and let your parents know you’re in trouble. I f  an 
unexpected event changes your home financial situation, don’t 
give up on university! First, talk with your financial aid office. 
Most colleges set aside funds to help students get through difficult 
situations.

4. Create a budget and stick to it!
5. Save and project for future expenses
6. Learn to say “no” to friends
7. Do “free” things
8. Keep records o f expenses
9. Don’t overuse plastic cards
10. Keep money safe and growing while you aren’t using it

5. Groupwork. Ask students to answer the questions in Exercise
3. Let them share their answers with the whole group.

6. Pairwork. Let students discuss the questions. Students’ bright 
ideas are to be presented to the whole class.

GRAMMAR 
a/an and zero articles

7. Let students read the explanations and write examples with a / 
an, the and zero articles.

Answers may vary.

8. Ask students to read the quotes and fill in with the appropriate 
articles

1. an/the/the 3. an/-/the/the/the 5. an/the
2. an 4. an/the 6. the/-

9. Draw students’ attention on the photos and ask them to answer 
the questions. Let them share their ideas with the whole group



The more уйц. ШШШ about where pmf: money ШШМе. ftfeitt,, howl 
Jftuch рМЙйМ toftpsasl-МёшЬ&т&уш spend i^lae easier it к  to' make 
;,a(fcej spending decirions. In this way, your money works for you hafteael 
pf against you. ВШ1ЙШ, to ЯИвнЛ» the amount of the stipend you carl 
apply theexistingseholarsMpsofferedbythe authority of all ТШЬя&ШЫа 

Question Шк Are there any tips for managing money?
• Put у )ж  ffiommate in g eet financial planning. Ж уви. can, Eontacf 

your roommate before fibs semester starts and decide how you’ll 
divide йжрепзмь,

• '"Mi: Ш your|>MMiii about who pays for what. Find out what you carf 
count on tom  them and w ist уши will be yourself responsible for.

• itAfc for helpwhen you need it. ffyou run litfeajflsffidA jpgrteK, ap® 
home and h  your parents кпшг ривЛш in trouble. If an unexpected 
ш евё changes | ш  fe©mg>! financial situation, don3!  фщ up on 
ш / o ^ l  talk with your financial aid o ftp i, :Mprtssilf|ps set 
aside fundi -to help students get through difficult яЬЬр^рщ,

* Create a budget and stick to it!
* Save and projee± for ftfepf expenses
• ' Learn la  sigr -tp? Я р й Ь
• Йа-Ч&е* '̂ш1я|р
* Keep raeords of expenses
* fpsls
• Keep money safe

Through budgeting, ;щщ|йЕ|Ущ;прИг^^й|а1 purchases, 
you <g®&pPirdf 
m Home
*  Car
• ЙщЙяаяаяЙ:
*  $br Jfwr future
* Vacations

Ttoiifc жш! швйшы. р ш я Й Р  how отшЬ адрй р and
other M o l p i i i i  cost pm, it will !|i easier to ffiS irfiW P 1»

4. fcioym ge iStidents to look through the statements. Play the 
tape again.Jlfkihem to listen and put the sentences incorrect 
itquence using 1-1 Вь Check the results..

1. Put your roommate in your financial planning. If you can, contact 
your roommate before the semester starts and decide how you’ll 
divide expenses.

Si



2. Talk to your parents about who pays for what. Find out what you 
can count on from them and what you yourself will be responsible 
for.

3. Ask for help when you need it. I f  you run into a financial disaster, 
call home and let your parents know you’re in trouble. I f  an 
unexpected event changes your home financial situation, don’t 
give up on university! First, talk with your financial aid office. 
Most colleges set aside funds to help students get through difficult 
situations.

4. Create a budget and stick to it!
5. Save and project for future expenses
6. Learn to say “no” to friends
7. Do “free” things
8. Keep records o f expenses
9. Don’t overuse plastic cards
10. Keep money safe and growing while you aren’t using it

5. Groupwork. Ask students to answer the questions in Exercise
3. Let them share their answers with the whole group.

6. Pairwork. Let students discuss the questions. Students’ bright 
ideas are to be presented to the whole class.

GRAMMAR 
a/an and zero articles

7. Let students read the explanations and write examples with a / 
an, the and zero articles.

Answers may vary.

8. Ask students to read the quotes and fill in with the appropriate 
articles

1. an/the/the 3. an/-/the/the/the 5. an/the
2. an 4. an/the 6. the/-

9. Draw students’ attention on the photos and ask them to answer 
the questions. Let them share their ideas with the whole group



READING
10. Ask students to look at the title of the text and guess what the 

text is going to be about. Answers may vary.
11. Give students some time to read the text and complete the 

spaces a-d with sentences 1-4.
WRITING

Memo 
12.Let students read the definition given to the word ‘MEMO’ and 

tick possible criteria of it.

• Be brief • Use bullet points if  necessary
• Be impersonal (use passive) • Use a short thank you to finish
• Keep concise and to the point

NOTE: State that memos are written to an entire office. Memos 
tend to inform colleagues of office and procedural changes that apply 
to a large group of people. They often provide instructions using the 
imperative voice. It has specific format and rules. Explain students the 
differences between memos and business letters using the notes in the 
below column.

Memos (but not always) Business letters (but not always)
Are written to people inside 
your company.

Are written to people who work 
outside your company or in another 
department.

Vary in length from a couple of
sentences
Too many pages

Are less than two or three pages

Initiated by sender Are signed by sender
Are informal Are formal.

13. Ask students to read the sample of memo and compose their 
own using the given template. Let them share the written 
assignment with the whole class.
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RISK MANAGEMENT

OBJECTIVES
• explore the concepts, types and activities of risk management
• review the usage and meaning of modal verbs and practice them in 

context
• practice report writing techniques

Skills to be practiced: listening, speaking, reading, writing
STARTER

Focus students’ attention on the statements. Have them personalise. 
(Students give their own approach to the risk management from their 
either personal or academic life.) Allow them share their ideas with the 
whole group.

LISTENING
1. Ask students to read the given title and also note below. Let 

them decide which sector, listed on the note, the title is relevant 
to.

Public Institutions

2. Give students some time to look through the questions a-f. Play 
the tape. Ask them to listen to an interview between student 
organization leaders and find out which of the given questions 
has not been asked by the interviewer.

d. Is risk management inborn skill?
f. Have you ever been in risk managing cases?

TAPESCRIPT
Risk Management Guide for Student Organizations 

At the beginning of the academic year any Uzbekistan Higher 
institution administration appoints student leaders who are obligated 
to plan events and activities together with the faculty and staff. One 
of their responsibilities is to implement a comprehensive model of 
risk management to use in organizing social activities. Following the 
regulations, the authority has appointed Islomiddin Rivojiddinov as 
a leader of ‘KAM OLOT’ Youth Social Movement for his being a



prioritised freshman in the University admission exams owing to his 
well-behavior and top academic results during a nine-month army 
service. Given his duties accomplishment in youth leadership, he clearly 
understands that he needs to review Student, Faculty and Staff Leaders 
Handbook for details on validation process. Folding the front page o f the 
handbook he finds the lines ‘Leaders o f student organizations should be 
familiarized with risk assessment and management concepts and tools as
required by Education code___ _. Having no idea about risk management
Islomiddin makes up his mind to consult a senior student Javohir, who is 
a leader of K am olot among graduate students.

Javohir wholeheartedly tries to highlight the term risk management 
giving a detailed reply to Islomiddin’s questions.

Islomiddin: Could you help me to clarify, please, what the risk 
management is?

Javohir: Oh, the same misunderstanding I had when I encountered 
this term in the handbook. Well, let me say it so, Risk Management is 
the process of considering the potential and perceived risk involved 
in student activities. It includes monitoring organization activities and 
taking both corrective action and proactive steps to minimize accidental 
injury or loss.

Islomiddin: Does risk management have specific types?
Javohir: There are many risk types, major ones to consider are: 

Physical, Reputation, Emotional, Financial, Facilities.
Islomiddin: You have stated the main types and what the risk activities 

are?
Javohir: There are potentially high risk activities, they are alcohol, 

fire and life safety, travel, behaviour at parties and social events and 
others. However, this is not an all inclusive list. You should be able to 
use the concepts and tools to apply to all o f your activities to assess the 
associated risks.

Islomiddin: Can you provide me with concepts associated with risk 
management?

Javohir: They are the followings:
L  Identify risky behaviour can injury or loss occur as a result of

participation in or attendance at the event or activity (running with
pointed scissors in your hand)

2. Assess the probability -  how likely is an injury or loss to occur while



performing the activity (running with scissors on a rocky hill)
3. Reduce risk -  you may not be able to completely eliminate all risks; 

however, what methods or controls can be implemented to make the 
event safer (controlling the use of alcohol, not allow running with 
sharp pointed items, etc.)

4. Reassess the activity now that the obvious risks have been addressed, 
what else can be done to minimize the risks
Islomiddin: How can students identify and reduce risk?
Javohir: They should meet with University advisors to review 

activities; Also, they have to read, understand and know University 
policies;

3. Encourage students to work in pairs and answer the questions.

a. At the beginning of the academic year any Uzbekistan Higher 
institution administration appoints student leaders who are 
obligated to plan events and activities together with the faculty and 
staff.

b. The authority has appointed Islomiddin Rivojiddinov as a leader of 
‘KAM OLOT’ youth social movement for his being a prioritized 
freshman in the University admission exams owing to his well- 
behavior and top academic results during a nine-month army 
service.

c. Folding the front page of the handbook he finds the lines ‘Leaders of 
student organizations should be familiarized with risk assessment 
and management concepts and tools as required by Education code.

d. Having no idea about risk management Islomiddin makes up 
his mind to consult a senior student Javohir, who is a leader of 
‘KAM OLOT’ among graduate students. Javohir wholeheartedly 
tries to highlight the term risk management giving a detailed reply 
to Asliddin’s questions.

e. Javohir is a leader of ‘KAM OLOT’ among graduate students.

4. Play the tape again. Ask students to complete the statements. 
Answers may change.

a. Risk management is the process o f considering the potential and 
perceived risk involved in student activities. It includes monitoring



organization activities and taking both corrective action and 
proactive steps to minimize accidental injury or loss.

b. Risk management main types are Physical, Reputation, Emotional, 
Financial, Facilities.

c. Potentially high risk activities are alcohol, fire and life safety, 
travel, behaviour at parties and social events and others

d. Students should meet with University advisors to review activities; 
Also, they have to read, understand and know University policies 
to identify and reduce the risk.

5. Groupwork. Imaginary case. Ask students that they are 
planning to organize any student activity meeting the interests 
and requirements of their own field of study. Give them time to 
think about possible liability risks and how to manage them. 
Teams share their findings with the whole class.

GRAMMAR
6. Pairwork. Let students read the sentences and decide which 

sentence in the pair is stronger in meaning. Let them discuss in 
what situations such conversations can be encountered.

1. a) 2. b) 3. a) 4. a) 5. b) 6. b)

7. Pairwork. Encourage students to complete statements with 
their own ideas and discuss the meaning. All students’ answers 
are acceptable.
Eg.: You are not supposed to participate in the professionals’

conference.
8. Pairwork. Ask students to give advice using a-j combinations 

in Ex.7 to their partners who are in a problem case. Answers 
may vary.

READING
9. Pairwork. Ask students to read the quotes and discuss them. 

Answers may vary.
10.Allow students some time to read the text and complete the 

blanks with appropriate endings below.
1. b 2. a 3. g 4. с 5. f  6. d 7. e
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11. Ask students to read the given statements and match them with 
the advices 1-5 in the text.

а. 5 b. 2 c. 3 d. 4 e. 1

12. Pairwork. Let students to read the listing and tick the ones in 
which patterns of risk management can be encountered. Check 
the results.

• Reporting news
• Planning action
• Writing diaries

13. Pairwork. Ask students to read the table and fill in the misting 
information from the opposite box. Stale that this is a sample 
template event according Iftfte  guideline.

1. January the second
2. about 20 people from neighborhood and 15 members of fire brigade
3. morning at 5 a.m.
4. neighbour
5. alerted
б. fire for several hours
7. whole family members
8. regional
9. electrical interlocking
10. damaged
11. come out of
12. restored

14. Tell students to gst & clue from the template to Ex.13. They 
compose their own Report reflecting any touching/impressive 
event happened previous week. Ask them to follow tie  
presented guideline. Let students read aloud their fe p trti to 
the whde class.
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LISTENING
1

1. с 3. n 5. о 7. f
2. h 4. d 6. m 8. e

2.
1. с 2. d 3. e

3.

1 . execution
2 . garment / measurement
3. oversee/outlines.

TRANSCRIPT

In this fast-changing global world, everything is moving. To make 
a successful business, it’s not enough just to follow yesterday’s trend. 
Companies and people need to constantly acquire new skills to succeed 
in tomorrow’s marketplace. This means driving new training initiatives 
to enhance performance. However, not all training is equally successful. 
To ensure training effectiveness, it’s important to track results and to 
have standard criteria for measuring outcomes.

In this podcast, we’ll listen to Komola Shukurova, a training manager, 
describing her functions and responsibilities.

Interviewer: So, Malika tell us a little bit about your job as a training 
manager.

Kamola : Well, basically I ’m responsible for the effective planning 
and execution o f training and development programs for the whole 
company.

Interviewer: Aha, and what exactly are these in detail?
Kamola : Quite a lot actually. Let’s see, I assess developmental needs 

to drive training initiatives, I also identify and arrange suitable training 
solutions for employees. This means I need to design and implement all

9. a 11 .b 13.g  15 .к 
10.1 12.j  14 .i

4. b 5. a

4. vendors
5. appropriate/tracking



: I bout training programs to educate people on standard processes and to 
enhance performance according to the needs o f the company.

Interviewer: And, what kind o f programs do you run?
Kamola : They run full garment really, quality control, work 

measurement, human recourses, manufacturing methods, development 
of supervisors you named

Interviewer: OK. Can you tell us more about some o f your specific 
duties ?

Kamola : Sure. For. ex. I need to oversee development o f training 
content including formulating and reviewing course outlines.

Interviewer: How about working with vendors?
Kamola : Yes, that too. I evaluate and recommend vendor programs 

to meet training objectives.
Interviewer: What else do you work on?
Malika : I need to coordinate the development o f training materials 

appropriate to specific program objectives and I establish S.M.A.R.T. 
criteria for tracking and evaluating the effectiveness about training 
programs.

Interviewer: SMART? That sounds as an acronym. What does it 
mean ?

Kamola : S.M.A.R.T. stands for Specific, Measurable, Attainable, 
Realistic and Timely. This is a standard criteria for setting goals and 
measuring training outcomes.

Interviewer: I see, and Can I ask what the most interesting part o f 
your job is ?

Kamola : For me, it is being able to help drive the long term success 
o f the company by having a strategic overview.

GRAMMAR

4.

1. My father allowed me to use his car.
2. Let him do what he wants.
3. Mahfuza persuaded me to apply for the job.
4. My lawyer advised me not to say anything to the police.
5. Having a car enables you to get around more easily.
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5.

1. are you going.
2. Are you going to do
3. it starts
4. you’ll enjoy

7. are going
8. you have
9. I ’ll send you
10. I ’ll get

5. it will be, it is going to be
6. you are going

6.

1. We’d better take an umbrella
2. Malokhat, you had better not to go to work. Stay at home and have 

a rest.
3. I had better pay phone bill as soon as I get my salary.
4. I had better not go out as I’m expecting an important phone call.
5. We had better get a taxi in order not to be late

READING
7.

1 . appointment
2. dismissal
3. run
4. entry

5. questioning
6. operate
7. view of the future
8. replacement

9. absence
10. encouragement

8.
1. T 2. F 3. T 4. F

WRITING
9. (Students own answers assessed by Teachers)
SPEAKING
10. (Students own answers assessed by Teachers)
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H A L L E N G E S  & I N N O V A T I O N S

CAREER RESPONSIBILITIES

OBJECTIVES
• explore the career responsibility in one’s field
• use ‘be supposed to’ construction in statements
• enlarge the lexical stock relating to general and specific career 

responsibilities
Skills to be practiced: listening, speaking, reading, writing

STARTER
Draw students’ attention to the photos. Give students some seconds to 

think what common idea the pictures present. Have them find the picture 
which is out of the topic, and ask if they are dressed formally or casually.

LISTENING
1. Pairwork. Allow students some time to think about general and 

specific career responsibilities. They read the phrases and 
decide if they are general or specific. If students face some 
misunderstandings with their meaning, they may refer the 
dictionary. Let them fill in the right column with G general and S 
specific career responsibility expressing phrases of their own. 
Check the answers.

1.keeping daily tasks to 
deadline

G reliable G

2. testing electronic parts 
lifting

S communicative G

3 keeping subordination G ubiquity G

4.doing tasks accurately G coordinating
interdisciplinary

S

5.filling patients’ records S fashion designing S

6.auditing supply 
inventories

S making strategic decisions s
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2. Pairwork. Ask students to review the words in the box and sort 
out the words into appropriate categories in the box. Check the 
results

Position work place qualifications
1. gardener- 
decorator 
2 .laborer _
3. nurse 
practitioner
4. elevator 
mechanic

-company yard 
-canteen _ 
-employees’ 
health care 
department 
-elevator service 
shop

-plant designing 
-transporting 
heavy items 
-bedside care 
treatment 
-conducting 
equipment 
changeovers

TAPESCRIPT

A responsibility is an essential norm o f behavior without which 
modem society or state cannot be imagined. All citizens should own 
responsibilities in doing this or that issue. Protecting the environment, 
nature is on the responsibility o f everyone. Besides, we have personal 
responsibilities before our family members. Parents have great obligations 
in front o f their children. In its turn, the children are responsible for 
well-being o f their parents when they are old. But mostly people face 
essential responsibilities in their careers. They can be divided into 
general and specific ones. Fulfilling the set tasks completely, contributing 
to development o f the company, not being late for work, obeying the 
company’s rules and norms o f behavior are general ones. Specific career 
responsibilities belong to particular job as only firefighters quench fire; 
other jobs do not take such responsibilities. We have decided to find out 
different career responsibilities and what professions should follow them 
strictly. To have an exact vision o f career responsibilities we have asked 
several job  occupants about them.

The first person who was interviewed works as a nurse at the Medical 
center.

An interviewer: Rano, would you like to tell us what specific job 
responsibilities you have got?

A nurse: Different. I am responsible for general control o f patients’ 
health conditions. Exactly speaking, I have to make all injections in time.
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Necefpsff medical igsig/ results are .ftll@d: to speeial patieiit health fo ffii 
by me.

ЙЖ ЬЁШЗШШ Do jpgs irtiifc that p №  u s p o n s i b a r e  difficult 
lo ful(ill?

A nurse: because in f M l  cases ШИШ are гщ ряш Ш ! for
p a tie n t И ш ь 'W i should ,| §щ р  1др careful and attentive in 'fea t Jfift 
thereM  no any little

MflW let’s a fhaft fcf& ' l i f t  Ш  tflferpaafefflr ̂ иииЬйи^ abg£l his 
career responsibilitieib.

An ЙИШЙЙЩЖ 0if>d :0Ш5ЙЩ. What; ijfiijftis  Ш Ш г ЗСЩЩшШШшк 
do pp i Ш ш$ Akraml

An interpreter: My speeM# M  ffii в  a translator Sfi<
the й вш й щ * Л ш  i f  i§lj I  i l i r t d  f e t i s  t K l f p
matters. |Диид щкгЗ,$Ь£ to add any Mbs o f  my own ox айш ЙИ .^ ^ te r lL  
The translations Should not be рш3жщ/1йщу
must be М щ р й Й . in -fffiapi люЙЬе,

An interviewer: Do y ou think your jo b  reqirili#str№g respottiibilitieef 
An: ilifefpttfKl 1 1 Щ:Шв№:'ЬЕШ|||ЙЙЮШПЗшА®й1й^МШЙЖ;Сй1 

the ю п ^ у  may ghsa; birth "I» anothpr troubles, ШИпдрг tells шгое 'Ъвшфп 
stories ШЁШШйЗ with аЙЩрШЙЩ w hena iffflfiiS
o f an amlKSadof'ifhO had b r o s ^ i щ и я и р дп м г М и ^ а ,  the 
king got frustrated and ordered to bfiteasLяр~Йй minister Щ  a poor 
translator b®HS# h f&itSL o f an ^рр ^ ^ М в Ш ® 1айЮ« ЗВЦй WS f̂WSf W i 
should |ш йИ р lA riTV t i p  told.

Ш вт let’s put Some фШШкШй Ш й M i
care®  responsibilities.

1®  specific responsibilJies do you 1 нхё1  Mitm th^>
difficult to fslkiw f

A guard: Even if  most people do not appreciate my job supposing it 
to be not щ  essential ш  other occupations, 1  suppose riy  career M one off 
the most ЙЮрШШИ ones, к Ш Н Р  we Ш! responsible f t f  eveiy object ШЁ 
the WP dbasfcffBBpIg ffhp $в and put here, 1М И $1

we; fill ш  some fesMiias reports o f a night di$p.
Having М м !  to ШЩЩ|. people Vl:h different jefti we |pps 

concluded that f iill  career has jp t its difficult! щщртЁЬШ&т. But 
whatever peoplfe do IfcSjif should BQiSfe With. JjrolSl&fiMi н £  ЁЙЙР'ЯНЁЕР 
fesponsibilffies With dedication.



3, Give students some time to look through the statements. Play 
the tape. Ask them to listen to the tape and decide whether the 
following statements are true, false or not given.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
T F T T F F F

4. Ask students to look through the statements. Play the tape 
again. Students put the statements in order.

1. Protecting the environment, surroundings is a responsibility of 
everyone in society that is citizens’ general obligation.

2. All people have got personal responsibilities before his or her 
family members which also should be followed.

3. Following the company’s norms of behavior, rules, accomplishing 
the tasks in time, contributing to welfare of it are all general career 
responsibilities.

4. All necessary medical results’ should be written down in special 
blanks, besides she has to control patients’ general health conditions.

5. A translator does not have a right to add something from himself, 
besides he cannot omit some ideas or phrases from a speaker’s 
speech.

6. The translated statements should be interpreted in a clear, j  
understandable, obvious way.

7. Human history tells several catastrophic events connected with 
dishonest attitudes towards translators.

8. Guards have to check people who are coming in and out the, 
company, besides they must control everything at job places.

9. Each job, whatever it is, has got different hard career responsibilities 
which should somehow be dealt with in a number of situations.

5. TeH students to decide what f i§  speakers Sfflf the tape are 
referring to when they are using the listed words. Check the. 
answers.

1. A general control;
A nurse: Different. I am responsible for general control o f patients’

health conditions. Exactly speaking, I have to make all injections



in time. Necessary medical tests’ results are filled in special patient 
health forms by me.
2. Confusing, puzzling;

An interpreter: My specific responsibilities as a translator are the 
following: first o f all, I should completely focus on the speaker’s 
matters. I have no right to add any idea of my own or omit the speaker’s. 
The translations should not be confusing, puzzling, and unclear; they 
must be interpreted exactly, obviously, in correct order.
3. To become a victim;

An interpreter: Sure, as our translations can resolve a problem 
or on the contrary may give birth to another trouble. History tells 
some tragic stories connected with interpreters, when a man just 
translated the words of an ambassador who had brought a message 
on war declaration, the king got frustrated and ordered to behead not 
the minister but a poor translator became a victim of an appropriate 
translation. But anyway we should translate what we are told.
4. To fill in forms;

A guard: Even if  most people do not appreciate my job supposing 
it to be not as essential as other occupations. I suppose my career is 
one of the most important ones, because we are responsible for every 
object at the company, we check people who are coming in and out 
here, besides we fill in some forms as reports of a night duty.

6. Groupwrtp Encourage -sfeirisinfi Is d tasu il the <р^Йвд1 И 
teams. Give them some minutes to brainstorm and list down 
the respansibil&s оГщу existing jobs In their fe d  on 
a poster. Let the teams present their SncMngs to the tta le  class. 
Answers may vary.

GRAMMAR 
111 besupposedto

7. Дей studenst to rewrite sentences мшкпд ‘to be wpposed t f  in 
an appropriate way. Have them compare their answers in pair*.

a. Success is supposed to belong to goal-oriented, determined and 
persevering people.

b. You are supposed to believe in yourself and have dedication, 
determination and never quit attitude, you’ll be a winner.
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c. Every lesson of life is supposed to come with a gift of wisdom, the 
more problem you can solve the more you become stronger and 
able to face the battle of success then win the race for life.

d. Purpose, passion, planned action, heart and persistence is supposed 
to bring success, triumph and victory.

e. Let’s go to the concert. It is supposed to be very good.

8. Pairwork. Let students answer the questions in complete 
sentences, using ‘be supposed to’. Answers may vary.

READING

9. Pairwork. Ask students to look at the photo and complete the 
table. Answers may vary.
After table completion check the results. Organize the whole 
group discussion asking students the given questions.

10. Pairwork. Organize information gap activity. Pair up students. 
Instruct them that student 1 reads A part of the text, while 
student 2 reads В part of the text. Having read their own piece 
of reading students ask the follow up questions from each other 
to get the information in their pair’s part.

H.Groupwork. Allow students some time to discuss the given 
questions. Let the teams present their findings with the whole 
class supporting with specific life examples.

WRITING

Paragraph writing

12.Ask students to read and answer the listed questions using 
their own words.

13. Pairwork. Give students some time to read the statements, 
circle the topic in them and underline the controlling idea. In the 
answers below the topic sentence is highlighted in bold and 
controlling idea is underlined. Check the results.



a. (Career responsibility) is a duty or obligation to satisfactorily 
perform or complete a task that one must fulfill.

b. (One can achieve success in career)through lifelong learning.
c. (Job responsibility) helps a person in his promotion and being

successful.
d. (For some people working conditions)are more important than high

salary.
e. [Learning a foreign languagelcreates job opportunities.
f. (Using information technologies in education) facilitates teaching

and makes lessons more interesting.
g. (Working abroad)has a number of advantages and disadvantages.

14. Pairwork. Ask students to read the statem®ft4 underlflt fte  
topic sentence and circle the controlling idea. In the ашиРВ*! 
below the topic sentences i l  underlined and controlling idea l i  
highlighted in bold.

1. Material development is incredibly a time-consuming process.
2. Iroda T’o’laganova and Oqgul Amanmuradova have dominated 

women’s tennis in Uzbekistan.
3. The hours between five and seven in the morning are most 

productive for earlv-risers.
4. A childhood hobby often develops into a promising career.
5. Teaching small children requires great patience.
6. Everyone looked forward to week-end — the resting and 

entertaining dav.
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PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

OBJECTIVES

• raise one’s awareness about professional development
• use zero and first conditionals in meaningful situations
• expand the topic related lexis
• practice action plan writing in one’s field

Skills to be practiced: listening, speaking, reading, writing 
Target vocabulary: developed professionally, self-esteem, personal 

development, career path, peer observation

STARTER

Draw students’ attention to the photos and ask them to name them.

A photo: Graduation ceremony o f Higher Institution senior 
students.

В  photo: «Zulfiya» award winners. This prize is awarded to talanted 
girls o f Uzbekistan in different spheres. It shows that our society pays 
much attention to youth professional development providing them 
with effective education leading to professional growth at each stage.

С photo: Presents young award winners in the sphere o f music. 
Awards inspire and motivate the youth.

Pair up students and let them discuss the questions below the photos. 
Observe the peer discussion walking in the auditorium and invite the 
ones best ideas to share them with the whole class.

Possible answers
1. Professional development is a person’s future progress through 

life-long learning
2. One must always be deeply involved in different projects, 

researches, update oneself by participating in the seminars, 
conferences, sharing ideas with other specialists, follow the 
instructions o f successful professionals towards the pathway of 
professional development.



LISTENING
1. P a irw o iM B kfttudents to write synonyms to the w o r ii and 

phrasip in the tablH Checjl thllresults.

1. provide Eg. o ffer
2. extend enlarge
3. career paths be in the height/ peak
4. goal setting make a plan for the future
5. peer observation observe/examine closely
6. co-planning planning with somebody together
7. collaborative plans joint plan/ mutual
8. mentoring teach less experienced people about their 

job or a particular subject
9 action research achievement research /act
10. life long learning to learn the whole life

TAPESCRIPT

Interviewer: Good 
Ioday’s topic, “Professional ( have invited a

I lie studio.
M j | * S l  Good morning!

is one o f the
v i tn 11 E^MMnjl aM' to
development?

Mr. КЬ'дМ И Ш Ш! 1 - Й Д а !  ;с^^ша|ЯЙ^р те^^Ш иЛ ^^^ Ц Ш
t he
and ш Я И З Ш Ь Д ю '
i m иш аш Ю щ Ш йж д а ш ш О ^ ш м и ю ^ ^ И и у

T h b |ЩаШР г»^Ш 41Ш р)Я^^|^ииДш ш  Ь 1^ ш В В р р 1К ^ Щ 1Ш И  
in р Ш
I hey Ш я Я  t h s e l f e (î ^) lД Я м ^ и Ш ю Е Ш и И и Ш  
iadder to higher qualifications or enhanced job prospects or be required 
by п ^ ^ ^ ^ И Я Ш И и дм^иш Н ^ ^ ^ И | Д | ^ ^ ^ и 1 ^ Д Ь а Ш я м ш  
meeting targets set by workforce performance management schemes or



an opportunity for individuals to change their job paths. In one word we 
can say it is an ongoing process throughout our working lives.

Interviewer: My second question concerns the requirements of 
the professional development. Will you tell, us why everyone needs 
professional development?

Mr. Khodjiev: We live in the XX I st century. The world is changing 
rapidly. We can see these changes in legislative, social and economic 
developments directly. It affects the situation in which we live and 
work. At the same time technological advances provide different ways 
of working. So every young people should have to understand and 
recognize it.

Interviewer: Our listeners are young, future professionally developed 
people therefore I would like you to tell them the main phases of 
Professional Development, will you?

Mr. Khodjiev: Well, according the research there are six phases of 
professional development. The first one is building a knowledge base. 
Without this phase one can’t be professional. It requires new knowledge 
and information. This phase includes goal setting, assessing needs, 
participating in interactive workshops, and forming a study group. The 
second phase is observing models and examples. The aim of this phase is to 
study instructional examples in order to develop a practical understanding 
of the research. Here, students might participate in activities such as 
school and classroom visitations, peer observation, using instructional 
artifacts, со-planning, and listening to or watching audio and video 
examples. The third phase is reflecting your practice. The purpose of 
this phase is to analyse your instructional practice on the basis of new 
knowledge. Activities in this phase might include the use o f journals or 
teacher-authored cases for collegial discussion and reflection. The fourth 
phase is changing your practice. The purpose of this phase is to render 
your new knowledge into individual and collaborative plans and actions 
for curricular and instructional change. Activities might include action 
research, peer-coaching, support groups, and curriculum development. 
The fifth phase is gaining and sharing expertise. The purpose of this 
phase is to continue to refine your instructional practice, learning with 
and from colleagues while also sharing your practical wisdom with your 
peers. Activities in this phase might include team planning, mentoring 
or partnering with a colleague, and participating in a network. The last 
phase is lifelong learning. At the heart of professional development is the 
individual’s interest in lifelong learning and increasing their own skills 
and knowledge.
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Interviewer: I am sure our ,к||Ш have got |жее|р|® information 
about professional JprfojpfnHHfc. Being ршЙшУг«з|з̂ | specialist ipltat 
would |фй like to advice 'tel young щршЁШЯШ$

Mr. KlaticfflaE My to young speciali sts go Йя#аи  ̂never |$op
on your goals. As they “Search knowledge from the cradle to the grave”. 
Remember lifelong | щ я| ^  in cue day you will sae ifralHMremits o f 
your haiiTpiDrking,

Interviewer: TtrtjiS you ищ у much f a '  having i  very and 
in f e r talk With %

Mr. KtaodjteK My jfljBiffypPTi

2_ Give шШШяШ. шшшш U rn  io in k  Sifwgh Яке . ш М ш  Play 
the tape, ййк; them to listen to the tape and; CQmptefop the 
blaiites with missing words. Have pairs share the result!. Check 
the answers.

1. broaden 4. practical 7. partnering
2. schemes 5. visitations 8 . fruitful
3. social 6. gaining

3. Let students listen to th i interifew again » d  tick whether 
statements .щш "tele or false.

1. T 2. T 3. T 4. T 5. F 6. F

4. Groupwork, Inoourage students to work in teams of three or 
four and ЯМК. afesii: any p® fe§sa iiii|f ррц>п in 
their study field and share the professional path with the 
whole group.

GRAMMAR 
Real , u n real conditionals

5. Pair Work. Draw indents’ attention Id the pictures. H fit them 
some rripyte i Is  rets dswn in  А ш е  befesiera las

Photo A: A'jjf&rilg specalist says that i f i l i i  ernp&gg^lilTiM Ми  ̂ he 
will ИЯ his Ы Ё  l i  fffleMBKi: the The щ Ц ш  has to
be «ealized-

Photo B: Employer regrets o f not offering a young specialist a job.



His company went bancrupt. No way back! The sentence is constructed 
with past perfect and would + present perfect.

Say that conditional sentences are used

• To talk about the actions happening at the same time:
Before you come home call me.

• To talk about real conditionals:
I f  the weather is fin e we shall go to the mountain.

• To talk about the action which will happen in our mind. It refers to 
future and present:
I f  I  were a student I  would study well now.

6. Ask students to read the sentences and match them with their 
endings. Check the results.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
f d a h b с e g

7. Pairwork. Let students complete the sentences, following the 
real and the unreal conditionals construction with their own 
examples. Let some pairs share their examples with the whole 
class. Answers may vary.
Eg.: I f  you want to advance within your company, you ’ll have to 
implement the novice techniques taught at the university.

READING

8. Pairwork. Draw students’ attention to the questions. Allow them 
sometime to discuss them with their peers.

9. Ask students to read the text and match the paragraphs 4-10 
with the headings a-j..

2. j  4. b 6. h 8. g 10. a
3. с 5. d 7. i 9. f

10.Tell students to find the words and phrases 1-8 in the text and 
explain in their own words what they mean.
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11. Pairwork. Ask students to look through the words which are 
taken from the text and guess the meaning in the context. Let 
them give synonyms to them.

awareness -  consciousness 
enhance -  develop 
aspiration -  ambition 
self-esteem -  self-respect 
spiritual -  sacred 
autonomy -  independent 
self-confidence -  self-assurance 
succeed -  achieve something

12. Pairwork. Concentrate students mind on the note. Let them 
paraphrase and share with peers. Before moving to the next 
task focus students’ attention on the S.M.A.R.T criteria in Ex.
14. Allow them some time to look through and discuss in pairs. 
Now, you may move to the following exercise.

13. Ask students to look at pyramid and a) write what their dream 
goal is; b) break their goal into manageable (realistic achieving 
stages) bits. Let students share in pairs.



LATEST ACHIEVEMENTS

OBJECTIVES
• have an idea about the latest achievements in different spheres
• the usage of the 3rd conditional
• practice creative and imaginative writing

Skills to be practiced: listening, speaking, reading, writing 

STARTER
a. Focus students’ attention on the photos. They match the pictures A-B 

with the pictures in the second line.

b. Pairwork. Let students their decisions with their partners and answer 
the questions.

LISTENING
| .  Ask students to sort out and put the words given below in 

relevant line so they make a synonym group.

speculation thought contemplation theory
to have craving for want desire demand
piles heap mass stack
implement tool instrument utensil
immense vast huge enormous
foster nurture encourage
breakthrough outbreak achievement
ultimately eventually finally

2. Play the tape. While listening ask students to number the 
sentences according to their order in the listening material.

1. The thing we would like to do is speculation but not philosophical 
issue of the topic.

2. First computers were huge in size.

1. b 2. с 3. a
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3. Several decades ago, calculation was accomplished without 
calculators.

4. Registration processes would be much longer.
5. There would be less female employees.
6. Typewriters were prototypes of modern PC.
7. Nowadays people do not appreciate the capabilities of recent 

inventions

TAPESCRIPT
What if a computer hadn’t been indented1?
One may say: ^Things are the way they are, ,and unlikely would be 

I he other way* ШШЩШЩ the matter we would like to concern it not 
philosophy. The speculation is on how would it hwe turned out without 
an issue, the usability and access of which we take for granted.

Originally* the idea stems from the development of space program, 
(’raving for space exploration brought humanity to many inventions that 
are now, not a bit associated with space. Our desrfees* like laptops and 
i Pod, are predated by the workable computer unit that used to be tile size 
of a big hall.

Our grandparents were taughthow to operate an abacus, not calculators 
I hat seems inconceivable at the time being. Furthermore, many adults 
don’t know how to operate a computer in a competent manner.

So where would the world be if there were no computers? It probably 
he less busy place. Offices would have had different furniture, more 
shelves, 1ещ tabled piles of files and papers all around. Cinemas and 
Iheatres would become mote popular; streets would be гю Ш  as poor 
clerks would have operated as distributors ж  well. Lessconvenient living 
and working places and vehicle, nonstop ringtones and time-consuming 
registration processes. Less women would have worked at the offices 
because of tougher housekeeping conditions. Lower production sate at 
the factories would have caused higher prices. There wouldn’t be any 
mobile phones to шу nothing of internet or comprtsr gaoii&, Lacking 
leisure activities would lead to the increase of crime rate.

Obviously, present-day generation would concern these as something 
incredible* but the faet »  that previous generation t » d  to experience 
t hat life. If to ask they may describe a fairy Hie etery of own chftfeood, 
when juniors used to believe that computer was the unnatural implement



of an evil named Fantomas. The only thing that would slightly resemble 
computer at that time was a typewriter. All the documents and files were 
organized using it, when, a single punctuation mistake caused retyping 
the whole document.

All the same, computes are the result of human mind and if once it 
has brought to existence no doubt that further achievements in science 
and technology will bring immense inventions.

We are seldom bothered about how achievements in science contribute 
our lifestyle and what it would have happened if they hadn’t been there. 
Major breakthroughs in science ultimately foster global development 
and enhance the routine of individuals.
SPEAKING
3. Whole group. Encourage students to work in groups of 3-4. ask 

them to read the questions and share with their ideas.
GRAMMAR
4. Focus students’ attention on the picture and check their 

background knowledge about the 3rd conditional.
5. Ask students to read the sentences and match them with their 

halves to form the 3rd conditionals. Check the answers.

1. e 2. d 3. a 4. f  5. b 6. с

6. Students read the sentences and change them into conditionals.

1. If a woman had received newly invented type of injection, she 
wouldn’t have died.

2. If this mobile phone hadn’t had all modem functions I wouldn’t 
have bought it.

3. If there hadn’t been a problem with the engine, we wouldn’t have 
serviced our car.

4. If Karim hadn’t forgotten to pay the bill, his electricity wouldn’t 
have been cut off.

5. If these chemicals hadn’t given off fumes that could be harmful, 
we wouldn’t have worn masks.

6. If alchemists hadn’t tried to turn metal into gold, they wouldn’t 
have spent many years.
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7. If the scientists had been more attentive, the gas wouldn’t have 
escaped through the tube.

READING
7. Pairwork. Ask students to make a list of several latest inventions 

and discuss their importance in our life. Answers may vary.
8. Allow students some time to study the pictures and guess what 

they are. They read the information about the inventions of the 
last decade and match them with pictures.

1. b 2. с 3. a 4. e 5. g

9. Let students read the definitions and match them with the 
highlighted words in the text.

a. tissue b. culf c. seam d. destined e. concrete

WRITING
10.Ask students to read the words and phrases, tick the ones 

which can be connected with creative or imaginative writing.

1. ✓ 4. S  5. У Ь0. 8. ✓

11. Ask students to copy word and phrases connected with creative 
writing from Ex.10 and let them define.

Possible answers:
a. 1. Thoughts and ideas -  are the main components of creative 

writing; to write any piece of it one should have some thoughts 
and ideas on this or that issue connected with the theme.

b. 4. An imagination -  is another essential component of creative 
writing without which one cannot be able to fulfill the task of it. To 
open a given theme one should thoroughly think over it by using 
his imagination. It leads any writer to wide extended territories of 
writing.
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c. 5. То picture in mind -  anyone must manage to overview somera 
actions before depicting it in his mind; that is also important to 
predict, to oversee the events of a creative writing in his head. ;1

d. 7. Unreal stories -  must be created by a person writing imaginative! 
piece of an essay or some other types; they can be created and it 
may be added to get the theme open.

e. 8. To think about future -  a person writing something connected» 
with future life should be able to get into it in his mind and соппеся 
his piece of writing with possible events.

12. Encourage students to think of an innovative research theme in1 
their field and write a short creative writing work using the tips.;

Possible answers:
One of the global problems in my field is connected with the! 

shortage of machines to work in the fields;
To ponder over this issue deeply one can state the following: the J 

problem is causing a number of difficulties in the sphere referring to 
cultivating fields, planting seeds in time or harvest picking troubles; ;

To solve this question one should work out special techniques as 
these: to provide farmers with the necessary number of machines they 
should have special contract with banks which will give them credits 
for a long term period. Besides, they can buy old machines and repair 
them and use until being able to afford a new one.

Besides, the following measures must be taken in order to get more 
harvest from the fields of the country. To change attitude to work, to j! 
involve new methods of working, feel responsibility before his state * 
and others. The appropriate working conveniences must be prepared 
for the workers as well.

At the end these processes will bring the results as much harvest 
got from the fields, easy work with machine, prosperous fanning in 
the country.

REFERENCES:
www.bbc.co.uk. 

www.UzDailynews.com 
www. newsobserver. com
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WORLD AWARDS.

OBJECTIVES

• raise one’s awareness about world awards and gather in formation 
about the topic;

• use mixed conditionals in oral and written patterns;
• enlarge topic related lexis

Skills to be practiced: listening, speaking, reading and writing 
Target vocabulary: awards, award-winner, contribution, proud, 

awarding ceremony, competition, motivation, labour , inspire, attempt

STARTER

Draw students’ attention to the award statuettes. Allow them some 
time a) to title the awards and b) match them with nominations. Check 
the results. Ask them to find out the awardees for each nomonations.
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LISTENING

1. Groupwork. Imaginary case. Tell students that they are going 
to have a telephone interview with Alice Munroe «master of the 
contemporary short story”. She is an awardee of the Nobel 
Prize in Literature 2013. Staying in teams ask them to list down 
5 important questions. Remind them that the questions should 
lead to constructive answers motivating the youth to step up 
towards world awards. Let teams present their questionnaire to 
the whole class.
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2. Pairwork. Ask students to look through the words and 
constructions. Let them explain their meaning using them in 
sentences. If they face some misunderstanding they may 
consult the dictionary. Check the results.

this may change my mind -  there is something to make a new 
decision about something which is different from my old one;

wander around -  walk around slowly in a relaxed way or without 
any clear purpose or direction;

the press -, newspaper and magazines, and those parts of television 
and radio which broadcast news, or reporters and photographers who 
work for them;

I haven’t gotten over the delight yet -  I am still feeling the sense 
of great pleasure;

you have produced an enormous body of work over the decades -  
for the last ten years you have committed a great deal of praiseworthy 
job;

bring a great new readership -  be in a spotlight of the readers; 
it is time to take it easy -  it is time to relax/not to use too much 

energy;

3. Let students listen to the tape and tick the questions mentioned 
by the interviewer on a telephone talk. Check the results.

■S Is this Alice Munro?
У How did you hear the news?
У What was your first reaction?
^  Have you been basically the same sort of a writer from the beginning 

to the end? Have you changed, do you think?
•S For those who don’t work, would you recommend a starting point?
У So they should start with Dear Life, should they?

TAPESCRIPT
htty:rfwww.nobelpnze,org/mediyplaper/index.php?i,(i=11961 
Telephone Inlervfiif with Alice Munro (4 minutesj 
Alice Munro - Interview 
«This may Chang© my Mind _X
Telephone interview with Alice Munro following the announcement
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of the 2013 Nobel Prize in Literature on 10 October 2013. The interviewer 
is Nobelprize.org’s Adam Smith.

[Adam Smith] Hello, Adam Smith.
[Alice Munro] Hello Adam!
[AS] Hello, this is Alice Munro?
[AM] Yes, this is Alice Munro. I just wanted to thank you, very much. 

This is quite a wonderful thing for me. It’s a wonderful thing for the short 
story.

[AS] It is indeed, and may we congratulate you in turn. It’s a wonderful 
day.

[AM] Thank you very, very much.
[AS] How did you hear the news?
[AM] Um, let me see, I was wandering around this morning, early. 

How did I hear it first? [Said to her daughter, Jenny, in the room with her] 
... Oh, the press called me.

[AS] And what was your first reaction? Do you remember?
[AM] Unbelief. [Laughs] I really couldn’t believe it, I was so happy, 

and I haven’t gotten over the delight yet.
[AS] You’ve produced an enormous body of work over four decades

[AM] Well I have, yes. But, you know, because I work generally in 
the short story form, this is a special thing I think to get this recognition.

[AS] Yes indeed, yes indeed. Have you been basically the same sort of 
writer from the beginning to the end? Have you changed, do you think?

[AM] Well you know as far as I can tell, I have not changed very 
much. But someone else could answer that question better I think.

[AS] And the award will bring a great new readership to your work...
[AM] Well I would hope so, and I hope this would happen not just for 

me but for the short story in general. Because it’s often sort of brushed off, 
you know, as something that people do before they write their first novel. 
And I would like it to come to the fore, without any strings attached, so 
that there doesn’t have to be a novel.

[AS] And for those who don’t know your work, would you recommend 
a starting point?

[AM] Oh goodness! I don’t know, I can’t ... You always think that 
your latest work is your best, at least I do. So I would want them to start 
with the latest book.
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[AS] So they should start with Dear Life should they?
[AM] Well, in a way, yes, but then I hope they would go back and 

read the others as well.
[AS] And of course everybody is talking about the fact that you 

announced earlier this year that you were going to stop writing, and 
saying “Maybe this will encourage her to start again”.

[AM] [Laughs] Well you know I’ve been doing it for so many years. |  
I’ve been writing and publishing, I think, since I was about twenty - just 
now and then 1 would get something published you know - but that’s a 
long time to be working and I thought maybe it’s time to take it easy. But 
this may change my mind. [Laughter]

[AS] That’s an exciting statement! That’s going to have everybody 
buzzing.

[Both laugh]
[AS] How splendid! So, I know that you must be tired after speaking 

to so many people so we would like very much to talk to you perhaps on 
another occasion...

[AM] That would be great, actually, because I am a little bit tired and 
woozy now and God knows what I might say!

[AS] [Laughs] OK, well we’ll wait until this quiet down a bit, and 
then...

[AM] OK.
[AS] It has been a great pleasure to speak to you, thank you so very 

much indeed.
[AM] Thank you, goodbye.
[AS] Bye, bye.

4. Let students listen to the tape again. Ask them to make notes 
of the answers of Alice Munro to the questions given by the 
interviewer. They may refer to Ex. 3 for the list of questions. Let 
them share it in pairs. Below the full version of the question- 
answer details are available. Check students’ note taking.

Question 1: Hello, this is Alice Munro?
Yes, this is Alice Munro. I just wanted to thank you, very much. 

This is quite a wonderful thing for me. It’s a wonderful thing for the 
short story.
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Question 2: How did you hear the news?
Um, let me see, I was wandering around this morning, early. How 

did I hear it first? Oh, the press called me.
Question 3: And what was your first reaction? Do you remember?
I really couldn’t believe it, I was so happy, and I haven’t gotten 

over the delight yet.
Question 4: Have you been basically the same sort of writer from 

the beginning to the end? Have you changed, do you think?
Well you know as far as I can tell, I have not changed very much. 

But someone else could answer that question better I think.
Question 5: For those who don’t know your work, would you 

recommend a starting point?
Oh goodness! I don’t know, I can’t ... You always think that your 

latest work is your best, at least I do. So I would want them to start 
with the latest book.

Question6: So they should start with Dear Life should they?
Well, in a way, yes, but then I hope they would go back and read 

the others as well.

5. Pairwork. Ask students to look at the questionnaire they have 
composed in Ex.1. Let them review if their questions present 
any similarity with the interviewer’s. Ask students to share 
their feelings if they have been motivated with the awardee’s 
answers. Remember the questions listed by the students might 
not always present any commonness; however, you should 
facilitate discussion asking students to what extend the listening 
material has motivated them.

GRAMMAR 
Mixed Conditionals

6. Pairwork. Lead in students having their attention on the samples 
and let them analyze the difference between the sentences 
both meaning and structure/form. Ask students to match the 
beginnins and ends of the sentences.
E.g.: First sentence shows the regret in which the speaker failed to 

visit the awarding ceremony yesterday due to lack of time.
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Explain the following structure with given examples to students. 
Have them make up sentences of their own.

A conditional consists of two clauses: the condition or if clause and 
the main or result clause. Depending on the meaning we try to convey 
we have many different conditionals to express' ourselves clearly. We are 
going to look at two mixed conditionals that express unreal situations. 

Past Condition / Present Result
The first one has a condition in the past and a present result. We use 

it to express that if something had been different in the past there would 
be a present result.

For example: if we hadn’t missed olf flight we would be in Samarkand 
now.

The structure is: If + past perfect, would (could, might) + infinitive. 
Present Condition / Past Result
The next one has a present condition and a past result. We use it 

to express that due to certain present conditions something already 
happened in the past.

For example: if I was more diligent, I would’ve finished my degree 
at the University. The meaning is: I am not a diligent person and because 
of this present condition I have never finished my degree.

The structure is: if + past simple, would (could, might) have + past 
participle.
7. Ask students to complete the sentences using mixed conditionals. 

Let students share their examples in pairs. Answers may vary.
8* Let students complete the gaps using the verbs in brackets. 

READING
9. Give students some time to read the quote and share their 

opinion/understanding about it with the whole group.

Possible answers:
If something motivates you to go forward, you won’t stop in one 

place. You will try to get more and more. If you don’t put wood on fire, 
it won’t light longer.

10. Let students express how they convey the ‘award’ in their life, 
if it is respect, high point in one’s life, stimulation, jealousness, 
encouraging tool, activeness. All students’ answers are 
acceptable.



Possible answer:
As for me award means to be more and inspiringly active in both 

personal and professional life. And of course, it will encourage me 
every time and everywhere having an energetic influence on me.

11. Allow students some time to read the text and make up a 
suitable title messaging the whole plot of it.

Possible headings:
Award forward motivator 
Powerful and motivational quotation 
Being an award-winner

12. Ask students to read the statements and decide if they are true 
or false.

1 2 3 4 5
False True False True True

13. Imaginary case. Let students imagine their life in 10-15 years 
forward. Ask them to visualize the moments of being awarded 
and think about own dedications in their field which have served 
them to be selected out. They should give the exact name of 
the award. Remind students that they should be imaginative but 
very specific.

WRITING 
Persuasive writing

14. Give students some time to read the presented piece of 
writing. They think about the differences of it from other written 
assignments in previous lessons. Students share their findings 
with the whole class.

Possible answer:
This piece of writing is addressed to the second person, motivating 

him to get a chance of participating in the competition. The author does 
his best to persuade the reader that the reader really holds professional 
skills to be selected out in the competition and become an awardee.

In previous written assignments they lack the tone of persuasion.
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State that persuasive writing, known as creative writing or an 
argument, is a piece of writing in which the writer uses words to convince 
the reader that the writer’s opinion is correct with regard to an issue. 
Persuasive writing sometimes involves convincing the reader to perform 
an action, or it may simply consist of an argument or several arguments 
to align the reader with the writer’s point of view. Persuasive writing is 
one of the most commonly used writing types in the world. Persuasive 
writers employ many techniques to improve their arguments and show 
support for their claim.

This type of writing is often used for advertising copy, which is 
written in an attempt to get consumers to purchase specific products. It is 
also a form of writing in which someone tries to get readers to agree with 
a position. A well-written persuasive piece is supported with a series of 
facts which help the author argue his or her point. Many authors also 
include counterpoint arguments in their pieces which they can debunk, 
showing readers that they have considered both sides of the argument at 
hand, and that any arguments which could be raised against the side of 
the written piece could be dismissed. In addition to facts, authors may 
include anecdotes and hypothetical situations to build a stronger case.

15.Ask students to decide which of the listed points the author of 
the writing pays more attention.

a b d g

16.Ask students to look through the words and word-combinations 
that are essential in persuasive writing. Let them choose one 
of the 4 subtopics. Using the words in the table they compose a 
persuasive paragraph. Let students share the product with the 
whole group.
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LISTENING
1.

1. с 3. n 5. о 7. f  9. a
2. h 4. d 6. m 8. e 10.1

11.b 13.g 15.к
12. j 14. i

2.
1. с 2. d 3. e 4. b 5. a

3.

1. F 2. T 3. F 4. T 5. T

TRANSCRIPT

You will hear an advertisement providing opportunity to work in 
Tourism Australia.

The best job in the world
Once again the organisation which promotes Australia, Tourism 

Australia, is advertising the best job in the world. But this year, they 
have six jobs going, all for six months, with a great salary and extra 
spending money. If you think one of these is your dream job, you have 
to make a 30-second video explaining why you are the best person for 
the role. But -  be warned. Thousands of people will be competing for 
each post.

The job of “outback adventurer” is for someone with a passion for 
outdoor life, and in the Northern Territory there are plenty of wide-open 
spaces. The job is for someone to find out the best adventures and jobs 
lor young people on working holidays. You’d be getting close to wildlife, 
sleeping under the stars in a bush camp and flying over stunningly 
beautiful landscape in a hot air balloon. Your duties will include getting 
to know about aboriginal culture and eating traditional bushfoods, maybe 
including the famous witchetty grubs «*> insect larvae.

Like the idea of 200 days of sunshine every year? Job number two 
is a park ranger in tropical Queensland. It’s a wonderful state with



ancient rainforests, the world’s largest sand island and the awesome 
Great Barrier Reef. Here your duties would include protecting and 
promoting native plants and animals, spectacular waterfalls, dinosaur 
fossils, untouched beaches and indigenous-culture. You’d get paid 
to patrol the beaches of Lizard Island and live a life most people 
can only dream about.

Another island job is as ‘wildlife caretaker’ on Kangaroo Island 
in South Australia. If you love all kinds of animals, this is the job for 
you. The advert says you’ll be able to talk to wallabies (a kind 
of small kangaroo), play with dolphins, cuddle koalas and sunbathe 
with seals on the unspoiled beach at Seal Bay. You would get about the 
island on foot, by bicycle, kayak or boat, taking photos and leaving only 
footprints. There is one potential drawback, though. You’d need to be 
pretty brave since you might come face to face with great white sharks.

Maybe you are not quite so keen on the great outdoors and your talents 
are more journalistic. If you fancy feature writing, photography and 
making videos, you can apply for the position of lifestyle photojoumalist 
for Time Out in Melbourne. You would be required to photograph and 
write about the city’s coolest cafes and musical events. But you’d also 
cover tourist activities in the whole state of Victoria, including surfing on 
the Great Ocean Road, skiing at Mount Hotham or watching the 
little penguins at Phillip Island.

Are you a foodie? Do you know about food, as well as love eating 
it? If the answer’s yes, you can apply for the role of ‘taste master’ in 
Western Australia. Your job would be to promote the best restaurants, 
pubs, wineries and breweries. You’d also catch fresh seafood off the 
beautiful coast and learn all about making wine and beer.

Finally, a fantastic job in Sydney. We’ve all seen those amazing 
firework displays in Sydney Harbour. Well, you could be one of the 
people making that happen next year. New South Wales is looking 
for a ‘chief funster’, who would be based in Sydney while travelling 
around the state and tweeting about the coolest things going on. This 
job would appeal to someone interested in everything: sports, the arts, 
entertainment, food. You’d also be involved in making the Sydney 
Festival, Mardi Gras and Vivid Festival as spectacular, and as fun, as 
possible. (Adapted from leamenglishteens.britishcouncil.org)



GRAMMAR

4.
1. didn’t go
2. would feel

3. would take
4. closed down

5. would be

5.

1. If you didn’t live so far away, we would see you more often.
2. I’d would buy it if it weren’t /wasn’t so expensive.
3. We would go/we’d go out more often if could afford it.
4. If didn’t work have to work late, I’d meet/I would meet
5. I would/I’d ask for it.

1. If I had known, I would have gone.
2. I’d / 1 would have forgotten if you hadn’t reminded me.
3. If he had missed the train, he would have missed his flight.
4. It would have been quicker if I had walked.
5. I were/was

6

READING
7.

1. difficult job
2. clearly expressed
3. an important discovery
4. superior
5. amortize

6. change
7. important
8. disregard
9. cause
10. position

8 .

1. breakthroughs
2. leveraged
3. transformed

4. radical
5. capacity

Ш



SPEAKING
9. (Students own answers assessed by Teachers)

Sample answer
Introduction Reading books helps me to relieve stress like nothingi 

else can.
Body This is true for several reasons. First, when I  read a book A 

mentally enter the world o f ideas. I  can forget my day-to-day worriem 
Second, from an emotional angle, reading is a solitary act. It enables m e ' 
to spend time alone, away from others. This helps me feel more peacefulM 
Third, from a physical perspective, reading allows me to stop workind I 
and relax my body. At home, I  like to read while lying in bed or on thei 
sofa.

Conclusion The act o f reading transports me to another world. That si 
why books are good friends and why reading is such an effective way ой 
reducing my level o f stress

WRITING

10. (Students own answers assessed by Teachers )

Sample answer 1
Dear Mr Ali
I  am writing with regard to your advertisement published in theI  

Tasvir 10.04.2013. For long I  have been looking for suitable work and /I  
am deeply interested in your offering.

I  am 20 years old student. Since my youth I  have been interested ink 
art and music. I  play in a guitar, a violin and also a bass guitar. My othem 
hobbies include painting, skiing and tennis. People say I  have a gooak 
sense o f humor. I  have already organized some musical performances 
and I  think I  could help in this area.

However, I  will be grateful i f  you answer my question. Do you provide  
accommodation? I f  not, is there any list o f available accommodations? I

Second, may I  ask you for information about payment? I  am sure we 1 
will make an agreement.

I  hope you will consider my application. Iam looking forward to youri 
reply.

Yours sincerely,
Otabek Jaloldinov
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Handout 2

Assume you are employed by UzDAEWOO company, a large 
car manufacturing company with approximately 2000 employees. 
UzDAEWOO has a subsidiary in a large metropolitan area in Asaka.

CASE 1: Gulbahor is an administrative assistant in the Human 
Resources Department. Her good friend, Jahongir, is applying for 
a job with the company and she has agreed to serve as a reference 
for him. Jahongir approaches her for an advice on preparing for the 
interview. Gulbahor has the actual interview questions asked of all 
applicants and considers making him a copy of the list so he can 
adequately get prepared.

Assume you are employed by UzDAEWOO company, a large 
car manufacturing company with approximately 2000 employees. 
UzDAEWOO has a subsidiary in a large metropolitan area in Asaka.

CASE 2: Ezoza works in Quality Control. Once a year, her 
supervisor gives away the refurbished computers to the local 
elementary school. No specific records are kept of this type of 
transaction and Ezoza really needs a computer for her son who is at 
college. Her supervisor asks her to deliver 12 computer systems to 
the school.

Assume you are employed by UzDAEWOO company, a large 
car manufacturing company with approximately 2000 employees. 
UzDAEWOO has a subsidiary in a large metropolitan area in Asaka.

CASE 3: Marif is the secretary in the Facilities Management 
Department. He has just received a new computer and wants to try it 
out. Though his supervisor has a strict policy about computer use for 
business purposes only, he wants to learn the e-mail software more 
thoroughly than his training can provide. One good way to do this, 
he figures, is to write e-mail messages to his friends and relatives 
until he gets the knack of it. He is caught up on all his work and only 
has 30 minutes left to work today. His supervisor left early.
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Assume you are employed by UzDAEWOO company, a large 
car manufacturing company with approximately 2000 employees. 
UzDAEWOO has a subsidiary in a large metropolitan area in Asaka.

CASE 4: Zulayho was recently hired to work as a receptionist 
for the front lobby. As a receptionist, she is responsible for making 
copies for the associates. Her son, Begzod, comes in and needs some 
copies for a school project. He brought his own paper and needs 200 
copies for his class. If he doesn’t bring the copies with him, he will 
fail the project. The company copier does not require a security key 
nor do they keep track of copies made by departments.__________
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